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Abstract

This paper undertakes a close linguistic study of a unique translation of the gospels into Arabic as
attested in three manuscript witnesses. The translation is unique insofar as it imitates the Quran,
especially in lexicon and rhyme. Linguistically it mixes numerous features specific to the Quran
with features from both the Classical Arabic (ClAr) tradition, including poetic archaisms not typical
of standard ClAr, as well as from Christian Middle Arabic. I argue that the regnant framework for
Middle Arabic – that it exists on a spectrum from dialects to standard Classical Arabic – is insuffi-
cient for understanding this text. Instead, we need to conceptualize the high register for at least
some communities as encompassing distinctively Christian features, which originated as living fea-
tures and had achieved prestige, along with ones from Classical Arabic and Quranic recitation tradi-
tions, and even Old Hijazi.

Keywords: Middle Arabic; Arabic Bible; Arabic historical linguistics; Christian Arabic; Arabic gospel
manuscripts

1. Introduction

Scholarly understanding of the nature of the linguistic variation characteristic of pre-
modern Middle Arabic texts has evolved in recent decades, from it being a distinct linguis-
tic phase corresponding to a period of history (as in, e.g., Blau 1977), to a sociolinguistic
phenomenon which has existed for as long as Arabic has existed, and which continues to
the present (Lentin 2008; Khan 2011; Den Heijer 2012). Despite general acceptance of this
re-conceptualization of Middle Arabic, many questions remain about both the linguistic
origin and development of specific features attested in Middle Arabic, as well as whether,
and to what degree, these features constituted a normative register at which a particular
author was aiming. One such debate is the ongoing question of whether non-Classical
Arabic features attested in Middle Arabic texts originated as hypercorrections, reflecting,
originally at least, a lack of grammatical training or competency (as, e.g., Blau 1966–67;
1970; 1999; see also Hary 2007), or were deliberate but unsystematically used colloquial-
isms (as in, e.g., Lentin 2008: 219), or rather reflect the systematic use of innovative hybrid
compromises between Classical Arabic and dialectal grammars (Bellem and Smith 2014).
Despite differences in approaching and answering such questions, however, scholars of
Middle Arabic by and large share the fundamental assumption, namely that Middle
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Arabic as a phenomenon “is a continuum, or a mix, between the H variety (usually iden-
tified as Standard or Classical Arabic) and the L variety (colloquial Arabic, also dubbed
Neo-Arabic” (Den Heijer 2012: 6, emphasis mine). In other words, even once distinct
Middle Arabic registers formed, thereby becoming prestigious vehicles of literary produc-
tion in their own right (as, among others, Classical Judaeo-Arabic), they still originated –
and remained sociolinguistically situated – in the middle of a spectrum between standard
Classical Arabic at the high end, and colloquial dialects at the low one.

In this paper I seek first to challenge this shared assumption and, second, to add to the
typology of Middle Arabic features, in the context of a close linguistic study of a unique
medieval gospel translation in Arabic preserved in three manuscripts: Vatican Arabic 17
(1009 CE), Vatican Arabic 18 (993 CE), and Leiden Or. 561 (fifteenth c. CE). The translation is
unique insofar as it imitates the style and lexicon of the Quran, even when these differ
from what became normative Classical Arabic. Linguistically, forms specific to the
Quran are mixed with features from not only the ClAr tradition, including, e.g., poetic
archaisms not associated with standard ClAr, but also from Christian Middle Arabic,
and even possibly colloquialisms. The three manuscripts attest very little variation in
the consonantal frame of the translation; however, Vatican Arabic 17 and 18 (VAr. 17
and VAr. 18) are nearly fully vocalized, whereas Leiden Or. 561 (henceforth Or. 561) is
much less, though not rarely, vocalized. And while the vocalization and orthoepic mark-
ings in the two earlier manuscripts, VAr. 17 and 18, are very similar to Classical Arabic,
there are nevertheless several differences which have likely parallels in the language of
the Quran. The phonology attested in the vocalization layer of the later manuscript, Or.
561, is much further from Classical Arabic, being virtually identical to that attested in
other vocalized Christian gospel manuscripts from the medieval period. Or. 561 thus
represents a deliberate Christianization of the recitation of the gospel.

There are several important implications of the data from the translation, and the
manuscript witnesses to it, for the scholarly study of Middle Arabic. First, what we
think of as typical, normative Classical Arabic (ClAr) features were not the only ones
with which authors were interacting and mixing during the medieval period. In fact,
the data – here and elsewhere – increasingly suggest the early linguistic diversity,
reported by the early grammarians and attested in, e.g., vocalized Quranic manuscripts,
was not forgotten completely but remained in use, even prestigious, among some groups
of Christians for longer even than among Muslims. Second, I argue that several of the sali-
ent Christian phonological features attested in the vocalization layer of Leiden Or. 561
(such as tanwīn) which are both non-ClAr and also absent from any modern dialect, never-
theless originated as living features. At some point these features died out in the living
speech of many, even eventually most, but not before becoming prestigious variants in
their own right. As such, they were not ever pseudo-corrections, not always living collo-
quialisms (insofar as they were likely not living features of all scribes who employed
them), nor ClAr/colloquial grammar hybrids; rather, they belong to a fourth category
made up of once-living features which subsequently became prestigious variants for com-
position and recitation of (at least) the gospels. Such features were mixed with ones from
ClAr or Quranic recitation traditions, as well as still others – archaic and innovative – in a
high (H) register that was much more dynamic than conventionally conceptualized. I con-
clude that what is now normative ClAr represented, for at least some Christian commu-
nities, but one of several clusters of prestigious forms that might be used and mixed.

In what follows I begin with a discussion of several salient linguistic features attested in
the consonantal skeleton of the text. These features are common to all three manuscripts.
Subsequently, I discuss the vocalizations attested in VAr. 17 and 18, followed by those of
Or. 561. I conclude by elaborating on the implications of these manuscripts for the study
of Middle Arabic.
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1.1. Description of the MSS

The three manuscript witnesses to this Quranic style gospel translation are: Vatican
Arabic 17 (VAr. 17), Vatican Arabic 18 (VAr. 18), and Leiden Codex Or. 561 (Or. 561).
The earliest of the three manuscripts is VAr. 18, which was produced according to the
colophon in 993 CE. It contains only the Gospel of Luke, although it originally contained
a complete translation of the four gospels. It consists of 93 folia of paper. VAr. 17 was pro-
duced just a few years later, in 1009 CE, and is a virtually complete copy of the four gospels.
It contains 299 folia of paper. The colophons of these two codices indicate that they were
in use both in Egypt and Constantinople, perhaps in contexts in which Christians and
Muslims shared close social connections and in which Christians might want a gospel
text that was comprehensible, and linguistically respectable, to Muslims (Kashouh 2012:
128). Indeed, VAr. 17 was copied by a Muslim named Ḥamdān ʿAlī. Finally, Or. 561 is
the latest copy of this version, datable to the fifteenth century CE. It consists of 151
folia of paper. Kashouh has suggested that this translation represents a translation
from the Peshitta, independent of other translations attested in the Christian gospel
manuscripts (Kashouh 2012: 128–30).

Each of the three manuscripts is available online.1 Of the three manuscripts, Or. 561, is
still clear and well-scanned. VAr. 17 is legible in most places, although the paper has dar-
kened so as to make legibility challenging in some contexts. VAr. 18 is the least legible of
the three manuscripts, with darkening of the paper presenting a challenge, as well as an
apparent smudging of the ink used.

While there is relatively little difference between the consonantal texts of the three
manuscripts, there are some orthographic differences, especially between VAr. 17 and
18 on the one hand, and Or. 561 on the other. More significantly, the vocalizations differ
between the two groups. In VAr. 17 and 18, the vocalizations are essentially identical to
what one would find in a normative ClAr manuscript. Vocalization is nearly ubiquitous,
with a few exceptions (on which see below). In Or. 561, on the other hand, vocalization
is much sparser, though not rare. Significantly, the linguistic patterns attested in the
vocalization layer of Or. 561 differ from VAr. 17 and Var. 18, but with features in common
with other Christian manuscripts.

2. Linguistic notes on the consonantal skeleton

In the description of the consonantal text of the translation I draw from Leiden Or. 561
unless otherwise noted. This decision is due not only to the consistent clarity and legibil-
ity of the text in that manuscript compared with the other two, but also because it is the
most complete. As noted previously, there are very few differences, and those differences
are typically lexical rather than grammatical (Kashouh 2012: 129; see also a collation of his
test passages in appendix one, §12.6). The data, description, and examples in this and fol-
lowing sections are drawn from a systematic analysis of the entirety of the Gospel of
Matthew, and 20 per cent each of the Gospels of Mark, Luke, and John.

2.1. Orthography and phonology

Each of the manuscripts is written in naskh script, and the orthography generally con-
forms to the norms of Classical Arabic with some notable exceptions, which I will discuss
briefly here. Note that throughout this paper, the Arabic text is replicated from the

1 Vatican Arabic 17 and 18 were accessed via the online library of the Vatican: https://digi.vatlib.it/mss/Vat.ar.
Leiden Or. 561 was accessed via the online library holdings of Leiden University: https://digitalcollections.

universiteitleiden.nl/view/item/1871327/pages.
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manuscript exactly wherever possible. If this is not possible due to the limits of type font,
I note the difference in parentheses.

Archaic spellings occur throughout the translation, often standing alongside later,
more standard, spellings of the same words. One common orthographic archaism is the
absence of word-internal alif to indicate a long vowel, especially in the words salām,
e.g. اكًيلمدوهيللناكنمايكيلعملسلا “Greetings to you, king of the Jews” (40a), and ṯalāṯ(ah),
e.g. لٍايلثلثومايأثلث “three days and three nights” (16a). Another archaism is the writing
of the imperfect of ClAr yasʾal without the medial alif, e.g. نولست “you (mpl) ask” (7b), and

اًيشهلست “you ask him something” (27b). On the other hand, the imperative from the root sʾl
is attested in the masculine plural written اوطعتاولسا “ask (mpl) and you (mpl) will be
given” (8b). This hybrid form, between Quranic لس and ClAr لأسا , suggests the presence
of the medial hamzah of the root, /isʾal/, rather than the Hijazi /sal/, and it is indeed writ-
ten with a hamzah above the sīn in VAr. 17 (180r). Outside of these contexts, as well as
other words which even in ClAr orthography are never spelled with alif, such as the
demonstratives hāḏā / hāḏihī / ḏālika, long ā is spelled with alif consistently. This strongly
suggests an intentional archaizing of the spelling in certain places, closer – though not
always identical – to the Quranic spelling where it differs from ClAr.

Another category of words spelled variably, with archaic and standard spellings, are
ones which in the Quran are spelled with a final <-wh> / - هو when absolute. Of these,
two – هولص “prayer”, and هويح “life” – occur in this translation. The word ṣalāt, “prayer”,
is attested numerous times, mostly with the Quranic spelling هولص <ṣlwh> (7a; 23b). The
word هويح <ḥywh> “life” is likewise attested with both archaic and standard spellings,
and in one place (24b) the phrase dār al-ḥayāt “eternal life” is spelled once each هايحلاراد
<ḥyʾh> and several lines later هويحلاراد <ḥywh>. Similarly, the word tawrāh “Torah” alter-
nates between Quranic هيروت <twryh> (15a) and standard هاروت <twrʾh> (14a; 14b) spellings.
These spellings again attest to a deliberate attempt to mimic the Quran orthographically,
in addition to linguistically (on which see further below).

Perhaps the most saliently Quranic features of the translation is the frequent spelling
of assimilation with verbal V and VI, which occur alongside unassimilated ones, just as in
the Quran (Fischer 2002: §47), listed in Table 1.

The example from folio 7a, يورتا <ʾtrwy> attests a prothetic alif but is etymologically
unclear. The context, hypocrites wanting to be seen praying (Matthew 6: 5 ff.), suggests it
is a form V from the root *rʾy, in which case it perhaps reflects a variant from a variety in
which hamzah had been lost and the middle root consonant shifted to a w, although this is
the only example of such a variant in the portions of the manuscripts studied for this
paper.

Table 1. Assimilation of verb forms V and VI

Arabic text Equivalent in ClAr Folio

رحبلاےفهنمتطقاسا تطقاست 10b

امايصعوطنهلزتعملاوانلانام عوّطتن 11a

نيزادقاغرافاحيحصهيفلت نّيزت 16b

يسيعهبهابنامركذاف ركّذتف 39b

اولغاشاامنيرخافداص اولغاشت 27a

مايأهتستزواجاو تزواجت 23a

نوحنيهولصلقوسنميورتاامو يوّرت\يّأرت 7a
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Another assimilation pattern that occasionally occurs is the spelling of the nūn of the
preposition min, “from”, to following nouns, typically when the noun is prefixed with the
definite article, listed in Table 2.

Unlike the assimilation in verbal forms V and VI, this type of assimilation is not found
in the Quran, nor is it standard ClAr. These spellings could therefore reflect a living fea-
ture. This is not the only option, however, and given the otherwise standard nature of the
orthography, we should consider other alternatives. In fact, a parallel in non-standard
ClAr practice is attested. Wright lists the following kind of variation involving the pre-
position min among so-called poetic licenses: اَندَنْعِلِامَْلمِمُاَّيلأَاتِقَبَْأامَفَ , “Fate has left no wealth
in our possession”, where لامَْلمِ ِ <milmʾl> = لِامَْلانَمِ (Wright II: §242, pp. 380–81). If the latter
phenomenon – a poetic or H register variant used in the text for stylistic purposes – is
correct, then it provides another example of the non-normative ClAr features which
are sprinkled throughout.

One example the parsing of which is not totally clear is:

(23) مايصماوتصلخةولصبلااقاطيلاسٍنجاذهف <wʾmṣyʾm>, “And this is not possible except
with faithful prayer and fasting”.

The prefixed mīm is familiar from the other examples of the assimilated form of min.
Different, however, is the prothetic alif, which is absent in the other examples of assimi-
lated min, as well as the absence of the definite article. The previous noun is preceded by
the preposition bi, bi-ṣalāt “with prayer”, and it seems likely that the preposition would
have been the same, i.e. bi-ṣalāt … wa-bi-ṣiyām. In this case, the mīm underwent an unex-
pected nasalization of sorts, from the bilabial stop to nasal, perhaps due to an anticipatory
assimilation to the final mīm, although this is not at all certain. The prothetic alif is most
likely interpreted as representing a prothetic I, thus /im-ṣiyām/.

Despite the presence of clearly archaic, and in some cases specifically Quranic spel-
lings, there are differences between the spelling of some categories of words in the
Quran and the present translation, which in this case follows the ClAr orthography.
The most prominent of these cases is the spelling of etymological III-Y roots with pro-
nominal suffixes. In ClAr orthography, III-Y verbs are spelled with alif maqṣūrah when
word-final; however, before pronominal suffixes it is spelled alif mamdūdah: ىنب “he
built”, but هُانب <bnʾh> “He built it”. In the Quran, however, both of these are spelled
with the yāʾ: ىنب and هىنب <bnyh>. This reflects the fact that, phonetically, in the language
behind the Quranic consonantal text III-Y verbs were realized with final /ē/ or /ay/, not
ClAr /ā/ (Van Putten 2017: §6–§7, pp. 55–9). Already by the eighth and ninth centuries CE,
the ClAr spelling of these forms is attested ubiquitously in the corpora of the papyri and
inscriptions (Van Putten 2022: §5.8, p. 118). Thus, in terms of the combination of ortho-
graphic features, this translation is Quranic and archaizing but only to the point of imi-
tating practices of the post-eighth century CE period.

Table 2. Assimilation of min to definite article in following noun

Arabic text Equivalent in ClAr Folio

نلاميننورتناامو نلآانم 33a

نيظقيتسمنلاماونوكف نلآانم 34n

ءامسلمهياانراتلاق ءآمسلانم ِ 21b
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Perhaps the most salient difference between the patterns of consonantal orthography
in the translation, and Quranic and ClAr orthography, concerns the use of alif, especially
to indicate the presence of the glottal stop in ways that classical orthography does not.
Indeed, alif is used in numerous places to spell a glottal stop where, in ClAr orthography,
either a glide or the hamzah would be used, e.g. (11b) تأربو <brʾt> “she was healed” (= ClAr

تَئرُب ). In most cases of non-Quranic and ClAr spellings, word-internal combinations of
vowels and the glottal stop lead to sequences of two consecutive alifs, which, along
with sequences of two glides, were disallowed in Quranic spellings. In a few cases, the
sequence spells etymological combinations of short vowels and glottal stop, as in the
examples listed in Table 3. Most such sequences spell combinations of glottal stop and
a long ā, shown in Table 4.

These spellings become even more frequent in Middle Arabic texts from the Ottoman
period, for example (Lentin 1997: 111–2). One final orthographic usage of the alif that,
though rare, occurs in the translation and is contrary to Quranic and ClAr orthography
is the occasional use of alif presumably to mark overlong ā in the perfect 3ms of the
verb qāl, e.g. (9b) لااق “he said” <qʾʾl>. While the pattern of non-ClAr usage of alif to
mark combinations of a vowels and the glottal stop is medieval and later, it is not quali-
tatively unique. Indeed, as Puin (2011: 170, 173) notes, such spellings of ʾ with alif are
attested in an early Quranic manuscript, Ṣanʿāʾ DAM 01–29.1. Despite Puin’s arguments
for the historical anteriority of this practice, Van Putten (2018: 114–6) argues convin-
cingly that this practice was innovative. Thus from very early on, and increasingly over
time, the absence of a single letter with a single shape that represents glottal stop, espe-
cially given the dual role of alif to mark both glottal stop and long ā, gave rise independ-
ently to several scribal practices which use alif to mark glottal stop, even when it
contradicts ClAr norms.

Phonetic spellings occasionally occur and are worth mentioning here. First, in a hand-
ful of cases, a prothetic alif is written before verbs that in other varieties of Arabic are
form I:

• (22a) مكدازمتيسنانلا “because you have forgotten your provisions”, presumably
/insī-tum/ instead of /nasī-tum/

• (26b) اتويبكرتانمو “And whoever has left a house (to follow me)”, presumably /itrak/
instead of /tarak/

• (21a) تبلطاامكلنكيلف “So let you receive whatever you ask for”, presumably /iṭlab-t
(a)/ instead of /ṭalab-ta/

• (12b) اضرامتلزنااذاو “And when you enter a land”, presumably /inzal-tum/ instead of
/nazal-tum/

Another example is (9b) رهطااملف “And when he was healed”. It is not clear, however,
whether the verb is passive, referring to the man whom Jesus healed (i.e. “When he

Table 3. Spellings of *vʾv / *vʾV

Folio Spelling ClAr equivalent Transcription

4b ياارت ىَّأرََت taraʾʾā

17b ياار ىَأرَ raʾā

19a اهتلااس اهتَلَأسَ saʾalat-hā

27b اوساارت اوسَّأرََت taraʾʾasū
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was healed”), or active, referring to Jesus (i.e. “When he had healed”). In either case, since
form IV is virtually unattested with this verb, it is likely that either underlying /iṭhar/ or
possibly passive /Vṭhir/ is indicated.2 Lastly, in one place, etymological *ẓ is spelled with
a ḍād instead of ẓāʾ, the sole example of an otherwise well-known and attested phenom-
enon already in the earliest Islamic era documents (Hopkins 1984: 40–1): (38a) اوضقياف “so
wake (him) up” instead of ClAr اوظقياف . These phonetic spellings often (although not
always) occur in contexts of direct speech, which might reflect their intentional use to
create contrast between the refined narrative and character speech. If so, it is a helpful
reminder that such colloquialisms need not reflect inability on the part of the composer
of a text, but can be artfully and skilfully mixed with even quite refined texts, such as this.

2.2. Morphology

The present section presents phenomena that are saliently distinct from standard ClAr
orthography, which include archaisms of various kinds, varied spellings of the same
underlying form, and innovative spellings based on analogy. I address each of these cat-
egories in turn.

A number of non-ClAr archaic morphological forms are used, often alongside the
standard ClAr forms. This is most commonly seen in the various forms of the demonstra-
tive and relative pronouns used. According to the early grammarians, there were morpho-
logical differences between the demonstrative pronouns in eastern (Najdi) Arabic dialects
and those of the Hijaz. The Hijazi forms are characterized by a final -h on the feminine
singular, which is lacking from the Najdi form: Hijazi hāḏihī vs. Najdi hāḏī. The distal
set is distinguished by the presence of an element l(i) in the Hijaz that is absent in the
Najdi forms: Hijazi ḏālika (msg) / tilka (fsg) vs Najdi ḏāka (msg) / tīka (fsg) (Sībawayh

Table 4. Spellings of *ʾā / *āʾv

Folio Spelling ClAr equivalent Transcription

8a ساا سآ ʾās

8a هاساا هاسآ ُ ʾāsā-hu

8b ةاابه ةءَابهَ habāʾah

8b ةاآبا ةءَابإ ʾibāʾah

11a ةاارطلا ةءَآرطُلا al-ṭurāʾah

12a هيياامسلا هّيئآمسلا al-samāʾiyyah

12b لااس لَأسَ َ saʾal

15a بآا بَآ ʾāb

21a ايساا اًيسآ ʾāsiyan

23b ذاا ذآ َ ʾāḏ

27a ةاارث ةءَارَث ṯarāʾah

37b نيلكاا نيلكِآ ʾākilı̄n

39a ايتاا اًيتآ ʾātiyan

41a ناا نآ ʾān

2 If the latter is the correct interpretation, then this could indicate an internal passive form similar to what is
found in some modern dialects, e.g. Najdi Arabic: srig “he was robbed” (Ingham 2008: 332).
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1988: II, 5, 77 f.; IV: 182, 411; al-Farrāʾ 2014: 11–12, 22, 94). The Hijazi forms are character-
istic of the Quran, as well as in standard ClAr, whereas the Najdi forms are mostly limited
to poetry. Proximal forms from both sets are found throughout the manuscript:

Old Hijazi:

(14b) هِتاذبملاافهذه “This is the essence of the matter”.

Old Najdi:

(42a; 8a) هملكلايذهتشفو “And this word spread”.
(21a) لاًوزكاذناكف “And that (man) was wise”.

Additionally, addressee agreement – in which a suffixed -kum is added to various demon-
strative and deictic forms when addressing a group of people – is well-attested in the
manuscript, always with the Hijazi forms with infixed l(i):

(12b; 16a) يمسامكيلعےذلامكلذ “That one who (comes) in my name”.
(8a) سانأنمهٍديرممكلت “This is the desire of men”.

This feature is regular in the Quran, but is not regular in standard ClAr (Van Putten 2022:
§A.4.4; Fischer 2002: 146, 147). This feature is extended via analogy to other forms based
on deictics which end in -ka, especially hunālikum and kaḏālikum:

(15a) مكلكيهنممظعاوهاممكلانهو “And there is one who is greater than your temple”.
(25a) ءِآمسلاےفمكلذكناك “It is likewise (bound) in heaven”.

Finally, alternative variants are attested, such as the masculine singular distal demonstra-
tive hāḏāk, e.g. (37b) مديلكاذه “That is my blood”. This variant is well-attested in the mod-
ern dialects, from the Levant to Morocco (Vicente 2006: 569–72). However, it is also an
archaic feature (Wright I: 268). With cases such as these, where a form is both archaic
and dialectal, it can be difficult to determine the proper explanation of its occurrence.
Yet perhaps we do not have to make such a choice. It seems to me quite likely that
both aspects can play a role. The composer of this translation clearly chose intentionally
from among a number of variants, but the fact that this form was both archaic and dia-
lectal, but rare in writing, could have made it all the more appealing. The more frequent
form is ḏālik(a), well known from the Quran and ClAr, e.g. (12b) ايفاككلذامو “But this is not
enough”.

The relative pronouns attested in the version are Hijazi, which are also those attested
in standard ClAr, in each of singular, dual, and masculine plural contexts:

Masc.Sg. – (37b) هاياهُنافتلقيذلا “The one whom I told you, it is him”
Fem.Sg. – (22a) سنوييبنللتناكيتلاةيلآا “The sign which was (give) to the prophet

Jonah”
Masc.Dual – (12a) نانبايدبزلامهُناذللاييحيوبوقعيو “And James and John, who are the

two sons of Zebedi”
Masc.Pl. – (27b) مملأايفاوساارتنيذلا “Those who presided over the peoples”
Fem.Pl. – (35a) نلهجيتلااسمخلااماو “And as for the five (virgins) who ignored” and (35a)

نددعتسايتاوللاهعبت “Those women who had prepared, followed him”.
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Here again, though, there are alternative forms which are peppered throughout the text.
In one case, the form ذللا ّ /allaḏ(i)/, a by-form of allaḏī, occurs: (21b) هنامزهُنمتلانذّللاو “And
the one who was struck by a chronic illness”. Another intriguing variant used in the
manuscript is the feminine plural يللاا /al-ʾulā/, which is a rare archaic form, beside
the more common forms allātī and allawātī, reported above (on the variation in these
forms, see Wright II: 271): (34a) مايانممكلتيفنعضريللااولماوحلاتلايوايف “Woe to the preg-
nant women, and those who are breastfeeding in those days”. The selection of demonstra-
tive and relative pronominal forms is clearly intentionally archaic, in this case
incorporating forms not common in standard ClAr. But whereas elsewhere the Quranic
forms were less common, here the Quranic forms became standard for ClAr, and the
use of archaic ones resulted in deviation from Quranic morphology. Still, the productive
use of addressee agreement in demonstrative and other deictic forms clearly draws on the
Quran against later ClAr norms.

There are several other cases in which archaisms are used alongside forms which are
more common and more typical of ClAr. For example, in addition to the use of ladā, “at, by
the side of”, the archaic form ladun is attested, in combination with the preposition min,
as well as with pronominal suffixes:

(4a) برلاندلنمليقيذلامتيل “To fulfil that which had been spoken by the Lord”.
(25b) كيلعتونحامككندلىلعاونحتناكبرذجلااناكامفا “Would it not have been better for
you to have compassion on your (debtor) as I have had compassion on you?”

Another possible archaism is the use of tifʿāl / tafʿāl nouns as maṣdars of form II verbs
instead of the more common tafʿīl patterns (on which, see Wright II: 115–6):

(22a) ادانستواثادحتسانلاهِيلاهوزعيامعنييراوحلالاسو “And he asked the disciples about
whom the people claim him to be”.
(22a) اداقعتواقًاثوتءِأمسلايفامًربمناكضرلأايفهتمرباامف “And what you have bound on earth
will be bound in heaven”.
(31b) لاستےلعدعباورتجاامو “And they did not dare to ask (him anything) again”.
(35b) هافوتكلهُناو “It is for you a recompense”.

In the case of the example of (31b), I am interpreting the form لاست as representing an
underlying tisʾāl due to the fact that it is in a series of rhymes with CāC. The examples
of قاثوت and هافوت , with the retained wāw, would suggest /tawṯāq/ instead of /tiwṯāq/
and /tawfāh/ instead of /tiwfāh/. While these forms are far less common in Classical
Arabic than tafʿīl, they are attested in various modern dialects, and indeed are the
more common form in some North African dialects, such as Algerian (e.g. Dhina 1938:
327) and Moroccan (Harrell 1962: 63). It is thus possible that, as with the case of hāḏāk
above, we are dealing with forms chosen both for their local familiarity and the fact
that they are accepted archaic forms which nevertheless go against the standard ClAr
forms.

Also worth mentioning among the general stock of archaic forms used in the transla-
tion is the vocative suffix -āh, on nouns followed by the vocative particle yā: (21) هاديسينعا
“save me, master!” A final feature worth mentioning here is that the combination of pre-
positions +mā, which when used as interrogatives are spelled short without alif (bi-mā
spelled as مب ), are productive in this translation, including the following forms:

(20b; 23a) ماتح “until when?” (= امىّتح ).
(23a) ملاا “until when?” (= امىلإ ).
(20a) تككشملاعيسيعهُللْاق “He said to him, ‘Why do you doubt?’” (= امىلع ).
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Some archaisms are connected more explicitly with the language of the Quran. One is the
use of shortened jussive forms of kān, spelled كي (ClAr yaku; Old Hijazi yak; Van Putten and
Stokes 2018: 169):

(9b) رادقمنعكلكيلف “So let it be equally to you”.
(13b) ينمبيرےفكيملےذللےبوطلاو “Blessed to the one who does not doubt me”.

These occur alongside the typical ClAr form yakun:

(21a) تبلطاامكلنكيلف “So may you receive what you have requested”.
(6a) رانےلعاضًورعمنكيهبرفلهاجايلقينمو “And whoever says to his lord, ‘you ignor-
amus!’ will be subject to fire”.

Another archaism connected with the language of the Quran over against what became
standard ClAr is the shape of the jussive and imperative forms of geminate (II=III)
verbs. In the Hijaz, un-metathesized forms were used, whereas elsewhere metathesized
forms were the norm (Rabin 1951: 161 f.): Hijazi urdud “return” vs. non-Hijazi rudd(a/u/i).
In this gospel translation, the Hijazi forms, which are the norm in the Quran, are regularly
used:

(38a) ررمناوبه “let us pass!”.
(38b) فيسلاددرا “put your sword back!”.
(22b) هسفنايحاببحينمو “And whoever desires to save his life…”.

These un-metathesized forms are the norm for the manuscript. The determinative pro-
noun set, indicating “possessor(s) of X”, are frequently used in the text:

(21b) قانشاوذلينا “I have compassion”.
(6a) هنطلسيذيلا “to the one who has authority”.
(12a) نيلابرساذمكدحاكيلاو “And no one of you will have two pairs of trousers”.

In the plural, while both ḏawū and ʾulū forms are attested, the latter are more common:

(3b) تيبلاوُوُذ “The owners of the house”.

but:

(6a) هقباسلايلوا “those with priority”.
(14b) مهفلاولواوءِآمكحلا “the sages and ones with understanding”.

Finally, the locative adverb set differs between Old Hijazi hunālika “there”, with a deictic
li-, and Old Najdi hunāka without it. In standard ClAr, the Najdi form hunāka is more com-
mon, whereas in the Quran, the Hijazi form hunālika is more common. In this translation,
the Hijazi/Quranic form is more common:

(21a) كلانهام “that which is there”.

As noted above, this form also inflects for addressee agreement:

(15a) مكلكيهنممظعاوهاممكلانه “There is someone who is greater than your temple”.
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In most cases, other than the archaisms, as well as Quranic forms mentioned above, the
morphology follows ClAr norms. This is notable especially when it comes to, e.g., forms of
the imperative of I-ʾ verbs, which vary depending on whether they occur by themselves or
with a prefixed fa- or wa- (Fischer 2002: 128). In the gospel translation, these forms occur
with the same distribution:

(19b) يرقُلايلااوضميسانللنذيا “Allow the people to go to the villages”.
(20a) ءِآملاىلعكِتايِلنذاف “So allow me to come to you on the water”.

Also following the ClAr pattern are verbs such as ʾamara “he ordered”, which when by
itself is typically realized mur “order (msg)!”, but when prefixed with a fa- or wa- is spelled
with the alif:

(21b) مهسلاجماوذخايسانلااورم “Order the people to take their seats”.
(10) انرماف “So order us”.

In a few cases, however, there is some variation in the spelling of what are apparently the
same form. For example, the imperative of ʾatā, “he came”, is spelled both ينوتيا and ينوتا :

(23b) هِبينوتا “Bring him to me”.
(30b) رانيدبينوتيا “Bring me a denarius”.

Relatedly, in cases where III-W verbs occur alongside III-Y by-forms in ClAr, the present
translation attests similar variation, sometimes using the III-W form, while elsewhere
III-Y ones. For example, the root ḥnw “to be compassionate” occurs in some corpora as
ḥny. In this translation, the III-W root form is used, e.g. (25b) كيلعتونح “I have treated
you compassionately”. On the other hand, the root ksw “to clothe” likewise attests a
by-form ksy, which is the form used in this translation, e.g. نومتيسكف “And you clothed
me”. Forms that are consistently III-W in Quranic and ClAr remain III-W in this transla-
tion. In that way, it is unlike the modern dialects, which attest a near-complete merger
of III-Y/W verbs > III-Y.

In addition to archaic and standard ClAr forms, a few innovative morphological forms,
relative to Quranic and ClAr, occur in the translation. Here again, many of the innovative
forms involve III-W/Y roots. Perhaps most notable are the spellings of form I participles
from III-W/Y roots, which are spelled with two yāʾs, indicating an analogical restoration of
the root consonant, as in pre-modern corpora and some modern dialects (Blau 1966–67:
§101, 199–200). Examples from the translation include:

(33a) نييضاملا “Those leaving”, presumably underlying /al-māḍiyīn/ (= ClAr نيضاملا
/al-māḍīna/).
(24b) نييقلملا “Those casting”, presumably underlying /mulqiyīn/ (= ClAr نيقلملا
/al-mulqīna/).
(28b) نييرتشمُ “ones purchasing”, presumably underlying /muštariyīn/ (= ClAr نيرتشم
/muštarīna/).
(28b) نييلصملل “to those praying”, presumably underlying /li-l-muṣalliyīn/ (= ClAr

نيّلصمُلل /li-l-muṣallīna/).

This feature seems like a good candidate for colloquialism, insofar as it likely reflects the
way this sequence (i.e. /iyī/) was realized in the speech of many authors. The fact that it is
consistent in the text suggests that its usage was intentional.
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2.3. Morpho-syntax

More than any other features, those of nominal case inflection and verbal mood inflec-
tion, and specifically the differences between ClAr and all non-ClAr corpora, have framed
and shaped the discussion of Arabic linguistic history in general, and the distinction
between the pre- and Islamic periods specifically (Blau 1966–67; 1977; 1999; 2002; 2006;
Hopkins 1984).3 Due to this framework, and the pervasive belief that Middle Arabic
texts are, by definition, characterized by non-ClAr nominal and verbal inflection,
Middle Arabic texts are rarely subjected to systematic analysis in which a percentage,
or the whole, text is tagged and the different inflections quantified and plotted. I have
done just such a quantification for these categories. As we will see, the different layers
of vocalized texts are each significant in the case of this translation. The manifestations
of nominal case represented in the consonantal skeleton are almost completely standard,
whereas those represented by the vocalization markings vary.

2.3.1. Nominal case inflection
The present section discusses those features associated with nominal case inflection that
are represented orthographically by consonants, which include: the accusative when writ-
ten on orthographically eligible words with an alif; the five nouns in construct (on which a
glide corresponding to triptotic case is written); duals and sound masculine plural forms.
The topic of nominal case inflection written only with vocalization markings will be dis-
cussed in each manuscript’s respective vocalization section below.

2.3.1.1. Accusative alif. According to my count, the accusative alif (or tanwīn alif ) occurs 758
times in the included manuscript sections, of which 743 occur in standard ClAr accusative
roles (98%). In other words, the overwhelming majority of tanwīn alif usages are standard
ClAr. There are only 15 non-accusative, and thus non-ClAr, usages of tanwīn alif. These 15
cluster in three main syntactic categories: genitive (7/15), subject of a verb (including
laysa; 4/15), and numbers that are typically marked with genitive (2/15). Examples of
syntactic genitives marked with tanwīn alif include:

(33b) اضرادعبضراےففجروعوجوتومنوكيو “And there will be death and hunger and
disturbances in land after land”.
(44a) نورفاسلالعفيامكلااناطلسيذكملعيناكهنابكلذ “Because he teaches as one with author-
ity, and not as the scribes”.

Examples of subjects marked with tanwīn alif include:

(24b) ادحاواهنملضفناضنمهياميذےفنواترتےذلاامو “And what do you think about a
man who owns 100 sheep, and one of them gets lost”.
(21a) ابلاكحابيوءِآنبلاازًيبخذخوينااًنسحاماهللاق “And he said to her, ‘It is not good for
bread for the children (of Israel) to be taken and given to the dogs’”.

3 Subsequent literature covering the aspects of case and verbal mood inflection, their supposed breakdown
and disappearance, is vast. Virtually all subsequent discussions of the topic, however, rely on the discussions
and framework of Blau and Hopkins. Indeed, in many cases scholarly discussions of the topic simply cite
their discussions without further comment. Therefore, I have cited those publications which are foundational
for, and representative of, a much larger trend.
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Examples of non-ClAr number marking include:

(21b) هثلثاماياانبتفحلا “And she has been here begging us for three days”.
(21b) لاًاجرفلاهعبرانيلكلااهدعو “And the number of those who ate is four thousand
men”.

The final two examples include one predicate of *ʾinna, as well as one example which is
opaque:

(47a) ميدقسجننماحًورهُنانمهولاقامبكلذ “They said of him that he is an unclean spirit”.
(21b) اريقعءِآمجةٍمُاىلعقانشاوذلينانويراوحلليسيعلاق “And Jesus said to the disciples,
‘I am burdened for a childless nation’”.

What are we to make of these non-ClAr usages of tanwīn alif? Are they pseudo-correction
(hyper/hypocorrections), as Blau has argued (1966–67: 317–45)? It is, of course, possible.
However, these contexts are precisely the same as those in which non-ClAr tanwīn alif
occurs elsewhere in the corpus of vocalized Christian gospels from St Catherine’s monas-
tery in the Sinai Peninsula. Stokes (2023b) has argued that this pattern is connected with
non-standard usages of tanwīn alif in unvocalized manuscripts, especially Sinai Arabic
72, 74, and 75. In the Christian gospels he studies, subjects of verbs, as well as, e.g., the
use of the plural form of the noun with the tanwīn alif following numbers in the thou-
sands, are each common. In a subset of manuscripts, the genitive is also occasionally writ-
ten with the tanwīn alif as well. Stokes argues that this distribution is due to several
factors. Phonetically a development from phonemic distinction before tanwīn (*un/*in/
*an) merged to a single, non-phonemic vowel (variously realized, thus written -Vn). At
the same time, early on there was only tanwīn alif which was used to write tanwīn. The
variation in attested distribution of tanwīn alif was based on the degree to which scribes
decided to adhere to orthographic and grammatical norms associated with the writing
tradition they learned. Early on, they basically did so, with few exceptions (cf. Sinai
Arabic 72, 74, and 54), although Sinai Arabic 75 is a notable exception. The development
of vocalizations – namely fatḥatān, kasratān, and ḍammatān – enabled nuance that was
impossible using only the consonantal spellings. The non-ClAr usages attested in this
translation align with those from elsewhere in the Christian tradition and, as we will
see, the vocalization patterns of tanwīn in Or. 561 is identical to those attested in vocalized
Christian manuscripts as well.

2.3.1.2. Five nouns in construct. When in construct, the so-called “five nouns” (Arabic
al-ʾasmāʾ al-ḫamsah) – ʾab “father”, ʾaḫ “brother”, ḥam “father-in-law”, fam “mouth”, and
ḏū “possessor” – are written with a consonant corresponding to its triptotic case. Each
of the five nouns occurs in construct in this translation. In total, there are 118 occurrences
of one of these nouns in construct and, of these, 115 inflect as in ClAr (98%). In each of the
three non-ClAr inflections, the nominative form occurs in a syntactically accusative role:

(12b) محراموهوبانبلااومجواموتومللهوخاخلأاملسادقناكف “And it is that a brother will turn
his brother over to death and not regret, and a son his father and feel not compas-
sion”.
(50a) نيدصاقهُعماوناكنيذلاواهماوهيراجلاوبألاالاًكجرخاف “And he sent away everyone except
the young girl’s father and her mother, and those who were wanting him”.

Once again, the vast majority of cases inflect as in ClAr. The three exceptions follow the
pattern found by Kootstra (2022) in a detailed study of the papyri of the first three Islamic
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centuries, where the nominative form was by far the most commonly used form in non-
standard roles.

2.3.1.3. Duals. A total of 99 occurrences of nominal forms inflected for the dual occur in the
portion of the translation studied here. Of those, 96 are inflected as in ClAr (97%). In each
of the three instances of non-ClAr inflection, the oblique occurs in a syntactically nom-
inative context:

(25a) ماقملاےفمهنيبينافيمساےلعهثلثوانينثااعمتجاثيحو “And wherever two or three have
gathered in my name, indeed I am among them”.
(27b) ايراوحرشعينثلااهعموسدقملاتيبلابمليناےسيعيوتناو “And Jesus decided to go to the
temple, and the twelve disciples were with him”.
(50a) نوكوهتيمهوةنسرشعينثلاااهلناكو “And she was twelve years old, and they were in
awe (of her healing)”.

Interestingly, the three examples of non-ClAr inflection each involve the word “two”
(iṯnayn) or “twelve” (iṯnay ʿašar). While it is tempting to see colloquial influence in
these examples, another interpretation is possible. Elsewhere in the Christian corpus,
the phrase “the twelve” (al-iṯnā ʿašar) is frequently either nominative or oblique, regard-
less of case. This is true even in manuscripts in which the dual is otherwise regularly
inflected. For example, in Sinai Arabic 76, the dual is inflected as in ClAr, with a few excep-
tions. In the first 20% of that manuscript, 66 of 71 duals are inflected as in ClAr; of the five
which were not, two were iṯnay ʿašar “(the) twelve”, both of which were oblique in nom-
inative contexts, e.g. (Sinai Arabic 76, 37) رشعىنثلأاىلاواه “These are the twelve”. It is thus
possible, perhaps even preferable, to see these examples in the present gospel translation
in a sense as intentional Christianisms – the use of a very familiar phrase in a way that
contravenes typical inflection for a sociolinguistic purpose.

2.3.1.4. Sound masculine plurals. In the portions of the translation included in this study I
identified 778 instances of sound masculine plural. Of those, 766 (98%) inflect as in
ClAr. Of the 12 instances of non-ClAr inflection, nine are cases of a nominative form in
a non-nominative context, and three cases of an oblique form in a nominative context.
Of the nine nominatives in non-nominative contexts, eight involve the word ḥawāriyy,
“disciple”:

(26b) ميعنلاراديلاينغوذلصينايصعتسادقلنويراوحللےسيعلاق “Jesus said to the disciples,
‘It is impossible for a rich man to enter into the kingdom’”.
(38a) نيدقارمهافلافنويراوحلايلاكاعو “And he approached the disciples and found them
sleeping”.
(38a) نيعجاههتدوعےفنويراوحلادجوو “And when he returned, he found the disciples4

sleeping”.

Of the three cases of oblique forms in nominative contexts, two are participles function-
ing as predicates in nominative sentences:

(24b) نينموميبمهنيذلانماريغصممغينمو “And whoever misleads a small child among
those who believe in me…”.
(79a) نيمياصمهمودىلعييحيقيرفلاباماولاقو “And they said, ‘why do John’s followers
always fast (but yours do not)?’”.

4 The more common Christian Arabic term for “disciples” is talāmīḏ; the use of ḥawāriyyūn/īn in this text
represents another example of the use of Islamic terminology throughout the translation.
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Here again, given that the overwhelming majority of cases are inflected correctly, it is dif-
ficult to take these examples as unintentional mistakes. While they might be, the cluster-
ing of these non-ClAr inflections among certain lexemes, a pattern in common with the
dual inflection as well, suggests it is more likely that these Christianized forms were inten-
tionally mixed in with the otherwise ClAr inflection.

2.3.1.5. Case inflection in consonantal text – summary. The various manifestations of morpho-
syntactic case inflection in the consonantal framework – shared across the manuscripts –
occur as in the Quranic and ClAr systems. The few instances in which it does not align are
so relatively few in number, and cluster in contexts and lexemes that are familiar from
other corpora in such a way that it suggests intentional use of non-ClAr inflection, per-
haps in order to index a particularly Christian Arabic, or otherwise more colloquial sound.

2.3.2. Modal inflection
This section discussions the features of verbal mood inflection that are detectable in the
consonantal frame of the translation, which include distinctions between indicative/non-
indicative in dual and plural forms, as well as jussive/non-jussive distinctions in forms
from II-W/Y, III-W/Y, and II=III (i.e. C2=C3) roots. The topic of modal inflection represented
only by vocalization markings will be discussed in each manuscript’s respective vocaliza-
tion section below. The data collected for verbal mood is drawn from the first 20% of
manuscript (Leiden Or. 561), which includes the entirety of the Gospel of Matthew.

2.3.2.1. Dual and plural – indicative vs. non-indicative. Due to the fact that in the dual and
plural, there is no morphological distinction between subjective and jussive, thus the
only meaningful categories are indicative, marked morphologically with a final V-ni
(dual) / V-na (masculine plural) and a non-indicative ending with final V-ø. In total, 68
dual or plural verbs in indicative syntactic contexts occur in the first 20% of the Gospel
of Matthew, of which 67 are inflected as in Quran and ClAr (99%). The lone exception
is an indicative form which occurs after ول / law, “if” which typically takes either a perfect
or jussive form:

(7a) نوردتولمكرجاامف “(If you love only those who love you), then what, do you think, is
your reward?”

However, Fischer (2002: §453, p. 231) mentions that in “earlier stages of Arabic” indica-
tives were also used, depending on the context and desired verbal aspect. Further, in
this example the verb نوردت occurs in rhyme position in a section in which the rhyme
is CūR/CīR. It is thus probable that the indicative was used in order to maintain the
rhyme. Indeed, the translation itself is paraphrasing here, since there is no verb with
this meaning in the Syriac or Greek versions of Matthew.

In terms of non-indicative contexts, 92 occur in this portion of Matthew, with all 92
(100%) inflecting as in Quranic and ClAr.

2.3.2.2. II/III-W/Y and II=II – non-jussive vs. jussive. Similar to the data from indicative/non-
indicative categories, II-W/Y, III-W/Y and II=III verbs, which distinguish morphologically
between non-jussive and jussive forms in the consonantal text, follow Quranic and ClAr. In
the selected portion of the manuscript 50 instances of verbs from one of these three cat-
egories occur in jussive contexts, with all 50 (100%) inflecting as in Quranic and ClAr. Of
the 60 verbs from these three categories that occur in non-jussive contexts, all 60 (100%)
are likewise inflected in line with Quranic and ClAr.
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2.3.2.3. Modal inflection in consonantal text – summary. As with nominal case marking, verbal
moods which are explicitly marked in the consonantal portion of the translation inflect as
in ClAr.

2.4. Syntax

The syntax of this translation is remarkable in a number of respects, to the degree that it
deserves – and requires – a full treatment. Further, it requires a nuanced and detailed
study of the Quran, which it clearly imitates throughout, in order to fully understand.
Due to the lack of such a study, as well as space limitations here, I offer only a few
notes about some of the more salient recurring aspects of its syntax, especially when
they stand apart from textbook ClAr.

Numerous aspects of the patterns of negation either pattern with the Quran against
what later became normative ClAr, or attest interesting variations worth noting here.
The best-known feature which patterns with the Quran, and Old Hijazi, against what
became normative in ClAr is the use of mā to negate nominal sentences, either taking
the predicate in the accusative case or introduced by the prefix bi, both of which are
common:

(20b) نيتلوسغمبهاديامولكاوهناو “He eats with unwashed hands”.
(6a) هحراببتناامو “You are not passing”.
(21b) ايفاككلذامو “But that is not sufficient”.
(10a) اجًرااسًارهُنمدنسيثيحےلامو “But I do not have a place where he [sic] might lay his
head”.
(21a) ابلاكحابُيوءِآنبلاازًيبخذخوينااًنسحاماهللاق “He said to her, ‘It is not good for the
bread of the children (of Israel) to be taken and given to dogs’”.

The use of mā in this context is associated with the Quran, especially when unmediated by
the prefix bi-, i.e. when it takes its predicate in the accusative, which is called mā
al-ḥiǧāziyyah, “The Hijazi mā”, which is primarily attested in the Quran (Fischer 2002:
§367.1, p. 191). The pseudo-verb laysa is also well-attested as a nominal negator:

(10a) رٌجوبلاعثللسيلوا “Do the foxes not have dens?”.
(14a) برشملاولكاميذبسيلوييحيءآجدقلف “John came and did not drink or eat”.

Of these two options, mā, either with bi- or without, is slightly more common than laysa.
Out of 34 nominal sentences from the first 20% of the Gospel of Matthew in which one of
the two negators occurs, laysa occurs 14 times (41%) while mā occurs 20 (59%). Finally, the
negator ʾin occurs rarely by itself to negate a nominal sentence:

(19a) ميلملاامهيفناف “there is only evil among them” (lit. “there is not among them
except evil”).

While the negator ʾin by itself is relatively rare, it is much more common following the neg-
ator mā, the combination of which is used to negate both verbal and nominal sentences:

(8a) ةعرازبيهناامف “It does not sow”.
(8b) كبامتيذقناامو “And you having not removed (the plank) in you”.
(170a) عُيطِتسَْتنإامو “And you are unable”.
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The combination of mā + ʾin is attested in ClAr, but is rare and considered by Wright to be
indicative of “elevated” style (Wright 1896/2005: 301). Noteworthy also is the use of nega-
tors other than lan (especially lā and mā + ʾin) to negate the future, while the negator lan is
occasionally used to negate the present:

(33a) نمحرلامسابدراولاكروباولوقتيتحنلآميننورتناامو “And you will not see me from now
until you say, ‘Blessed is the one who comes in the name of God’”.
(33a) يلباولاقمكلذعيمجلااورتنلوالاق “He said, ‘Do you not see all of them?’ They replied,
‘we do!’”.

Negation in this translation thus draws on some specifically Quranic patterns, especially
the use of mā as a nominal negator, mixed with other archaic forms, likely designed to
lend a feeling of sophistication to the text.

Other notable syntactic features include, e.g., the use of the particle qad + imperfect to
express certainty in the present or future, rather than uncertainty or possibility:

(5b) مكلامعانمحلاصلااودهاشاذاسانلاےفنورينتدقاذكه “Thus you will shine among men,
when they see your righteous works”.
(31b) نولعفيلاونولوقيدقمهناف “For they talk but do not do”.

There are numerous instances of variation in agreement throughout the manuscript, e.g.:

(9b) تبثفتيبلانحطانوحايرلاتفصعوےداولايرجولباولاحّسو “The torrent flowed, and the
river ran, and the winds blew, and they rammed the house, but it remained
steadfast”.

In this example, the noun ar-riyāḥ “the winds” triggers a 3fs perfect (ʿaṣafat), but the fol-
lowing verb (nāṭaḥna) is a 3fp, despite the fact that, whatever the subject – just “the
winds” or all of the previously mentioned elements – the inanimacy should theoretically
trigger the same 3fs inflection. Another example is:

(18b–19a) اهبرضيذلالاثملااتضقناو “And then the parables that he had given ended”.

Here, a feminine singular head noun is modified by a relative clause headed by a mascu-
line singular relative pronoun.

Finally, a phenomenon relevant to a famous debate in the history of the native Arabic
linguistic tradition is found in (37b) هاياهُنافتلقيذلا “What you said is the truth” (lit. “That
which you have said, it is it”). The final part of the sentence هاياهُناف , “it is the truth” (lit. “it
is it”) is directly parallel to the famous masʾalah zunbūriyyah, “Question of the Hornet”, a
famous debate between the Baṣran grammarian Sībawayh and the Kufan grammarian
Al-Kisāʾī, over the final clause of the sentence:

اهَاَّيِإ\يَهِوَهُاذَِإفَ،رِوُبنْزُّلانَمِةًعَسَْلدُّشََأبَرَقْعَْلانََّأنُّظَُأتُنْكُ “I always thought that the scorpion
had a more painful sting than the hornet, and it is true”.

When asked whether the pronouns in the final clause should both be subject pronouns
(i.e. huwa hiya) or the first subject and the second object (i.e. huwa ʾiyyāhā), Sībawayh
answered the former while Al-Kisāʾī answered the latter. A Bedouin arbiter was called
in and, having purportedly been bribed, answered that Al-Kisāʾī was correct. In later trad-
ition, Sībawayh was venerated (Versteegh 2014: 72). Whether this story is consciously
alluded to here in this construction, or rather reflects some stylistic preference – whether
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based on his own dialect or some other aesthetic preference unknown to us – is unclear.
However, given the deep familiarity of the composer(s) with various archaic morpho-
logical and stylistic variants, and indeed a seeming preference for non-standard alterna-
tives, it would not be surprising at all if he intentionally used the (by then) less common
variant of the two; in this case, subject pronoun + object pronoun.

2.5. Lexicon

Among the most remarkable things about the language of this translation relative to other
Christian Arabic translations of the gospels is the use of Islamic forms of the names of
Jesus, his disciples, and other figures, instead of the Christian Arabic ones. Jesus is in
most cases يسيع instead of عوشيا\عوسيا\عوسي ; John is ييحي instead of انحوي\نانحوي ,
etc. (Kashouh 2012: 128). Further, religious terms are often explicitly Islamic, such as
the use of Islamic epithets of God like raḥmān (33a), as well as the reference to Jesus’ fol-
lowers as يسيععايشا “partisans of Jesus”, the plural of šīʿah (38b). Additionally, there are
words and terms that are either rare or non-existent in the ClAr lexica, but which are
rather typical of the Quran (e.g. نِْإ،بوح and the sound masculine plural نويبن , “prophets”,
instead of the broken plural ءايبنلأا ). Table 5 presents a far-from-exhaustive list of some
salient lexical forms from the portions of the manuscript included in this study, with
the hope that a fuller treatment of the lexicon of this translation will be undertaken in
the near future.

2.6. Rhyme

While Quranic forms and terminology pervade all linguistic domains of the translation,
the language and style of the translation is most recognizably Quranic in its rhyme
scheme. I will first present the rhyme schemata attested in the first 20% of Or. 561 (41

Table 5. Salient lexical forms

Folio Arabic text Meaning

3b هومتيقلا “You found”

4b بود “honey”

5a اوساي “It scatters”

6a بوح “fault”

8b نويبنلا “prophets”

16a ينا “where?”

19a نا “It is not”

31b صلخُت “You love God”

31b نيّينابر\يّنابرُ “Rabbi”

32a توكلمم “kingdom”

34a نوحيسم “messiahs”

36a تىشّحُ “It was cut off”

41b نيتياملا “The dead (pl)”
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folia), followed by a discussion of the most significant aspects of the rhyme for an under-
standing of the nature of the language of the translation. For clarity and convenience, I
have adopted the signs from Van Putten (2019: 8–9):

C Any consonant
Ǧ maǧhūr ʾ, ʿ, ġ, q, ǧ, y, ḍ, l, n, r, ṭ, d, z, ẓ, ḏ, b, m, w, ṣ
R Resonant Subclass of maǧhūr: l, n, r, m; very common rhyme

consonant
H mahmūs h, ḥ, ḫ, k, š, s, t, ṯ, f
V High long vowel ī, ū
A Low long vowel ā
v High short vowel i, u
a Low short vowel a

The following section includes a list of the schemata, along with the relevant folia in
which each occurs. It should be noted that, as in the Quran, the translation often switches
back and forth between rhymes, thus any given folio might be listed as attesting more
than one rhyme scheme.

2.6.1. VC rhymes
As with the Quran, these rhyme variants are among the most common in the gospel trans-
lation as well:

VR: 3b–4b; 6a–7b; 8b; 9a; 23b; 24a; 24b; 25b; 26a–26b; 27b; 28b–29a; 30a; 30b–33b; 36a;
36b; 36b–37a; 37a–39b; 39b–40a; 40b;
VǦ: 4b; 14b–15a; 28b; 40a;
VH: 5b–6a; 19b-20a; 24a; 39b.

By far the most common is VR, many of which are sound masculine plural -ūn/īn. Of the
VǦ variants, the most common is Cūḏ (4b)/Cūd (28b; 40a). The most common VH variants
are Cūh (5b–6a;39b) and Cīh (19b–20a; 24a). Among the best evidence that final short
vowels are not realized in rhyming position in this translation, as in the Quran, is the
rhyme of 3ms pronominal suffixes with, e.g., adjective ending in -ūh, as in (6a) when
the indefinite adjective هوقنم “coward, good-for-nothing”, rhymes with هوفجت “it (the peo-
ple) will treat him harshly”.

2.6.2. vC rhymes
While relatively less common the vH pattern is not uncommon. These patterns are always
combinations of the genitive i followed by a 3ms pronominal suffix (Ci-h). The fact that
these are realized as genitives is highly likely given that the sentences are written so
as to ensure that each final noun is syntactically genitive:

vR: 7b–8a
vH: 10b–11a; 13b; 14a–14b; 16b; 26b–27b; 36a.

2.6.3. AC rhymes
AR: 4b; 11b–12a; 23b; 28a–28b; 34a; 36a–36b;
AǦ: 5a; 7b; 10a–10b; 11a; 13a; 21b; 25a; 26a; 35a; 40a; 40b;
AH: 8a–8b; 24b; 26a; 34a; 35a; 36a.
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The rhyme pattern AC is among the most commonly used in the translation, again reflect-
ing its popularity in the Quran. Of note are the instances of AǦ rhymes, which reveal and
corroborate aspects of the underlying realization of the rhyme. First, many AǦ rhymes
involve nouns ending in *-āʾv, which rhymes with other nouns ending in AC. Second,
many examples, such as (5a) where all forms end in Cāq, involve words which are in dif-
ferent syntactic contexts and would therefore have different final vowels. This corrobo-
rates evidence from elsewhere that word-final vowels were not realized, at least in
rhyme position, in the language of the consonantal text. Of the AH rhymes, the most com-
mon is Cās and Cāt.

2.6.4. aC rhymes
aH: 5a–5b; 10b; 12a–12b; 20a–20b; 25a–25b.
aǦ: 8b–9a; 14a; 29a–29b; 30a–30b.
aR: 23a–23b; (39b?); (40b?).

All instances of aH are feminine singular nouns ending in -ah. The rhyme, however,
tends to involve recurring nominal patterns as well. For example, (5a–5b) involves femin-
ine singular active participles of form I verbs, i.e. CāCilah forms; (10b) involves mostly
Caʿīlah forms; (12a–12b) are nouns ending in the feminine singular genitilic -iyyah;
(20a–20b) consist of mostly mufāʿalah and fāʿilah forms; and (25a–25b) are mostly II-ʾ
feminine singular participles of form I verbs, i.e. Cāyilah forms. As elsewhere, case is
not consistent, which strongly suggests that these are realized Cah. Corroborating
this realization is the fact that of the aǦ patterns, Cat occurs but only with strings of
3fs perfect verbs, not tāʾ marbūṭah.

2.6.5. CA rhymes
The broad category of CA is popular, and includes III-Y verbs (alif maqṣūrah), III-W verbs
(alif mamdūdah), III-Y nouns (alif maqṣūrah), III-W nouns (alif mamdūdah), as well as indef-
inite accusative *an (realized /ā/ and written with alif mamdūdah = tanwīn alif), and, in one
place, the 3fs pronominal suffix -hā.

*ay (alif maqṣūrah): 16b–17b; 19a–19b; 33b;
*an (indefinite accusative): 9a–9b; 20b–21b; 21b; 22a–23a; 36b*; 39b; 40b;
*aw (alif mamdūdah): 18b; 36b*;
*-hā (3fs PN Suffix): 13a.

In most cases, nouns or verbs from one of these categories do not rhyme with each
other. This is as in the Quran, where, with two exceptions, words ending in *ayv (alif
maqṣūrah) and *awv (alif mamdūdah) do not rhyme with the other. However, while the dis-
preference for rhyming nouns and verbs from the different categories is predominant in the
translation, there are more exceptions to it than in the Quran. Interestingly, in the few
places where III-W (alif mamdūdah) forms are regularly rhymed, they are not interrupted
by III-Y (alif maqṣūrah) forms, but are occasionally interrupted by indefinite accusative
ones, as in (18b).

Stretches of alif maqṣūrahs are sometimes interrupted by III-W forms:

(16b–17b) stretch of III-Y forms interrupted by qasā “it was solid, hard” (III-W);
(19a–19b) stretch of III-Y forms interrupted by ṣafā “to be pure” (III-W).

However, these interruptions are few in number compared with others, such as III-W and
indefinite accusatives. Importantly, final -ī / -iyy is occasionally rhymed with III-Y forms
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(as in, e.g., 19b where al-muḍiyy “the departure” (written with shaddah over the yāʾ) is
rhymed with preceding ʾaġnā “richer” and following lil-qurā “to the villages”), but not
with III-W forms or indefinite accusatives.

The most common of the CA rhyme patterns involves rhyming indefinite accusative
nouns. Here again, the vast majority of the time the pattern is observed; in a few
cases, however, it is interrupted, either by III-Y forms (as in, e.g., 9a–9b where masrā
“place of departure” interrupts the pattern), or by III-W (as in, e.g., 36b, where half of
the words in the section are III-W, the other half are indefinite accusative).

Thus, while final ā forms appear to rhyme with each other, the integrity of each pat-
tern is generally maintained. III-W and indefinite accusatives rhyme with each other more
frequently than with III-Y forms, and the latter rhyme with final -ī / -iyy forms, but nei-
ther of the others does. The likeliest interpretation of this is that the phonetic realization
of each is /ā/, but that the scribe who composed the translation was intimately familiar
with the Quranic rhyme scheme, which included the orthographic distinction between alif
maqṣūrah and alif mamdūdah forms.

2.6.6. aCC rhymes
In one stretch, final nouns and verbs consistently end in a geminate aRR rhyme pattern:

aRR: 15a–15b

The nouns are in varying syntactic contexts, which confirms again the lack of realization
of final short vowels in rhyme.

2.6.7. vCC rhymes
The least common rhyme pattern is one in which nouns ending in masculine singular
gentilic ending -iyy rhyme:

vǦǦ: 18a

2.6.8. Summary of rhyme patterns
The rhyme patterns attested in this gospel translation replicate most of those attested in
the Quran, with VR, AC, and CA (indefinite accusatives) among the most commonly
attested. Final short vowels were not realized in rhyme position. The CA rhymes further
demonstrate the intimate familiarity of the composing scribe with the details of the Quran
by largely maintaining the distinction between III-Y forms and others realized with final
-ā, such as III-W and indefinite accusative ones, despite the fact that the occasional over-
lap between each suggests that, as in standard ClAr, the phonetic realization of all of these
forms was /ā/.

3. Linguistic remarks on vocalization of VAr. 17 and 18

The earliest manuscript witness to this gospel translation, VAr. 18 (993 CE), is vocalized
often, though not fully. The next oldest manuscript, VAr. 17 (1009 CE), is almost fully voca-
lized. In both, the vocalizations are, with a few exceptions, identical to standard ClAr pat-
terns. For example, case marking, where noted, fully conforms to ClAr. The assimilation of
third person pronominal suffixes to preceding Ci, Cī, and Cay is also standard ClAr, with
singular, dual and plural forms assimilating in these contexts. Other vocalizations are also
consistent with ClAr, such as final *-āʾv ones, whereas, as we will see, this is not the case
with Or. 561: (VAr. 18, 13v) ءآجدقل َ “He has come”.
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Despite the basic identity of vocalizations in both VAr. 17 and VAr. 18 with ClAr ones,
VAr. 17 nevertheless attests two orthographic practices, both related to the spelling of the
glottal stop in certain contexts, which could suggest significant differences with ClAr. VAr.
17 regularly, but again not ubiquitously, spells glottal stop in the expected places based on
etymology:

(169r) هُوُمُتيقَلأاماذإف “And when you have found him”.
(169r) ٍأكَُبنْمِهِمارَلاےفعَمِسَ “He heard wailing in Ramah”.
(170v) ىِأرَدقَوَلََاقَ “He said, ‘He has seen’”.

This explicit marking of the glottal stop with the hamzah includes contexts in which the
consonantal spellings do not contain the typical seat (kursī), such as the archaic/Quranic
spelling of tasʾal “you ask”, so examples like (179v) اولست “(if) you ask” are written with a
hamzah atop the sīn. While there are cases in which words with etymological hamzah are
written without it, in many, perhaps most cases it is included. Remarkably, with very few
exceptions, active participles from II-ʾ and II-W/Y roots, which in ClAr attest a glottal stop
instead of glide (i.e. fāʾil instead of fāyil) are never written with a glottal stop:

(168v) نيلياسلا “Those asking” (= ClAr نيلئاسلا )
(169v) نيلياقلا “Those saying” (= ClAr نيلئاقلا )
(180r) بٌاجمُلُِيآسَلافَ “The who who asks is answered” (= ClAr لِئاسلاف ).

In many cases, the alif of the participle is spelled with maddah, as in (180r) لُِيآسَلافَ , which in
many ClAr manuscripts indicates the presence of the glottal stop even without an explicit
hamzah. While it is possible that the maddah was doing such double duty in this manu-
script as well, this is unlikely due to the fact that the maddah is written very frequently
(although again, not ubiquitously) to mark internal ā even when no glottal stop was
present:

(180r) بَآبْلأاوعُرَقْأوَ “So knock on the door!”.
(180r) دٌجِاوبُِلآطْلأوَ “The one who seeks, finds”.

A possible exception to this could exist if the use of sukūn can be interpreted as indicative
of glottal stop in, e.g., (167v) نييْار “seeing (mpl)”. Elsewhere, derived forms from the same
root apparently attest the glottal stop in participles, e.g. (168r) اًييأرَتمُ “appearing (msg)”. If
so, it could be that certain roots were produced with a ClAr glottal stop, while most were
not. But at the same time, a form I participle is attested with a shaddah over the initial yāʾ
instead of a sukūn: (168v) نيّيار , suggesting /rāyyīna/.

I suggest that the most natural interpretation of this disparity between the regular
marking of glottal stop with a hamzah in most instances and its virtually complete
absence marking form I active participles with the ClAr shape fāʾil in others, is that it
was not realized in these participles, and that their shape was fāyil. And although it is
of course possible that this feature is an unintentional colloquialism in the text, the
fact that the vocalizations are otherwise typical of ClAr makes it unlikely that it was unin-
tentional. Still, such a distribution, if accurate, seems rather odd. If it does not reflect a
(somewhat inexplicable) intentional colloquialism, it could perhaps be explained as an
archaism. Van Putten (2018) has argued based on a close study of the Quranic consonantal
text, including evidence from internal rhymes, that the variety underlying the Quranic
text lacked the glottal stop in most cases, with the exception of word-final *-āʾ, where
it was apparently retained. Thus, the language of the Quran likely had fāyil participles,
and it is also a possibility that this phonological feature is echoed here. As with the
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orthography and morphology, where archaisms are intentionally mixed in variously
throughout the text, so too here is a phonological archaism included in the recitation
reflected in VAr. 17 (and likely, as we will see, in Or. 561 as well).

A second noteworthy feature regards the spelling of the alif of the definite article and
the prefix alif before perfects of verbal forms VII through X. In ClAr, these are hamzat
al-waṣls, i.e. a non-phonemic vowel inserted to resolve what would have been a consonant
cluster, e.g.:

Definite Article: l-kitāb > al-kitāb
Form VII: nfaʿala > infaʿala
Form VIII: ftaʿala > iftaʿala.

In the ClAr orthographic tradition, the alif is marked with a sign called a waṣlah ٱ to indi-
cate the hamzat al-waṣl (instead of a phonemic hamzah, called a hamzat al-qaṭʿ, which was
written with the hamzah sign). In VAr. 17, many of these instances of hamzat al-waṣls are
written with a hamzah sign without a waṣlah, suggesting they could have been realized as
hamzat al-qaṭʿ, contrary to ClAr norms:

(167v) سِدُقُلأحِورُنمِ “from the Holy Spirit”.
(168r) برَنِدَُلنم

نَيمَِلعَْلأِّ “from the Lord of the word”.
(170r) مُلحُْلأےف “in the dream”.
(168v) اوُبهَذْأ “Go! (mpl)”.
(169r) اوعُمََتسأنَيحِفَ “And when they heard”.
(170r) اًفَوْخَرَعَشْتسْأ “And he felt fear”.

In places where etymological *ʾi occurs, the hamzah is written below the alif, as in (169r)
تِيَبلأىلإاوُلخَدَوَ “And they entered the house”. This is regular throughout the manuscript,

and is good evidence that, were these cases of form I imperatives and derived form per-
fects realized i- or ʾi-, they would have likely been written with the hamzah below the alif.
These spellings thus strongly suggest that at least the imperatives, perfects of derived ver-
bal forms VII through X, and the definite article were realized as hamzat al-qaṭʿs, and pri-
marily with a a vowel. Here again, the consistency (though not the ubiquity) of the
spelling of these forms with hamzah signs atop the alif is too regular to be unintentional
mistakes. And as with the lack of hamzah in participles discussed above, this feature is very
possibly an archaism. It is clear from the Damascus Psalm Fragment that the derived
forms VII through X were realized with hamzat al-qaṭʿ rather than the ClAr hamzat
al-waṣl (Al-Jallad 2020: 79 f.):

(V. 56) Οα.αβ.τϵ.λϵυ /wa-ʾabtalaw/ “they tempted”.
(V. 57) wα.ανκα.λϵ.β(ο)υ. /fa-ʾanqalabū/ “and they turned their backs”.

The evidence from the Quran is less clear, but there is some evidence that these categories
were realized with hamzat al-qaṭʿ in at least some instances (Van Putten 2022: §A.3.10).
Here again, then, there is evidence for phonological archaisms in VAr. 17, along with
the morphological and syntactic ones discussed above, which also differ from standard
ClAr.

4. Linguistic notes on the vocalization layer of Leiden Or. 561

Unlike VAr. 17 and 18, Or. 561 is not fully, or even mostly, vocalized. Vocalization is not,
however, rare; indeed, it occurs in certain contexts, especially: contexts where ḍammah is
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used with participles of verbal forms II–X; vocalizations of tanwīn (on which, see below);
suffixed pronouns, especially the 3ms; and certain lexemes. Vocalization further occurs
somewhat randomly, which nevertheless sheds some light on the phonetic and phono-
logical layers of the underlying variety. I turn now to a brief discussion of those aspects
of the vocalization that are both non-ClAr and which recur.

At various places in Or. 561, a later hand makes various edits of the underlying text and
vocalization. These edits are always clearly distinct from the original text because the ori-
ginal ink is light brown in colour, whereas the later editing hand is written in black ink. It
is unclear how soon after copying the edits were made. The edits are of several kinds.
First, where the original text has become unclear due to damage or smudging, the editor
fills in what he thinks belongs, as in Figure 1.5

Second, in numerous places, the editing hand adds vocalizations, especially related to
nominal case inflection. These case-related changes often involve marking out the
non-ClAr ones and replacing them with the standard variants, as in Figure 2.

Third, certain words are crossed out and replaced with another word, as in Figure 3.
The grammatical edits and additions to the text are always in the direction of making

the text closer to standard ClAr, and it is likely that the lexical replacements were geared
towards replacing words felt either too unfamiliar or colloquial with words more com-
monly used and associated with ClAr as perceived by the editor. Other examples of this
lexical replacement include:

(4b) بود “honey” was replaced with لسع
(5a) بوح “fault” was replaced with بنذ .

Interestingly, the later editor did not replace overtly Islamic words with others felt to be
less Islamic.

4.1. Orthography and phonology

While vocalization of nominal and verbal forms is inconsistent and sparse compared with
VAr. 17 and 18, there are nevertheless indications of non-ClAr phonetic and phonological
features based on what vocalizations are present. The first category of such features

Figure 1. (3b) <min al-malki> “from the angel”

5 These images were made from the digitized manuscript, accessed through the digital collections holdings via
Leiden University’s Library website here: https://digitalcollections.universiteitleiden.nl/view/item/1871327?
solr_nav%5Bid%5D=29c15f9d83a2522b18dd&solr_nav%5Bpage%5D=0&solr_nav%5Boffset%5D=0#page/1/mode/1up.

It is reproduced here in accordance with the Creative Commons License: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/4.0/.
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involves ḍammah marking to indicate apparent rounding or backing of etymological *a and
*i. For example, ḍammah is often found in the context of bilabials, indicating a rounding of
the vowel, as in the examples listed in Table 6.

In a few of the above examples, such as ʿumādan and ġaḍub, it is possible that the pha-
ryngeal (in the former) or the emphatic (in the latter) also influenced the vowel, thereby
representing a backing effect on the vowel. This is attested elsewhere, as in the examples
listed in Table 7.

In a final example attested in the portion of the manuscript included in this study, an
example of ḍammah in a root in which i is expected, despite the absence of a bilabial or
emphatic:

(20b) ابيقنتوارًيصبتهِيفاندزُف “And we increased in insight and discernment”.

The context in which vocalizations are most consistently used throughout the manuscript
are those in which etymological glottal stop occurs. Of the various contexts, the three
most relevant from the perspective of the vocalizations in Or. 561 are glottal stop in

Figure 2. (4a) Original: <bākyhi> /bākiyati(n)/, Edited to: <bākiyat-an> “weeping”

Figure 3. (3b) Original: <ʾlqytmwh> “you found him”, Edited to: <wǧdtmwh>
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phonetic contexts other than *-āʾv, glottal stop in word-internal -āʾi contexts (i.e. form I
active participles of II-Y/W roots and faʿāʾil plurals), and word-final *-āʾv contexts. The
patterns and variation for each context will be reviewed in turn.
Marking of the glottal stop with the hamzah sign outside of *āʾv contexts is variable, with
hamzah occasionally written, though more frequently it is omitted. For example, ʾisrāʾīl is
spelled variously:

(4a; 21a) لييارسا but (3b) لييارسا (with a hamzah above the initial yāʾ; ClAr ليئارسا ).

The word *šayʾ is likewise spelled with and without hamzah:

(23b; 27b) يش but (31b) ءيشب
(20a) اًبييك “depressed” (with hamzah above the initial yāʾ).

Frequently on the same folio, within a few lines of each other, two forms with essentially
the same phonetic combination are written variously, one with and one without hamzah:
(13a) نموي “he believes” but مكسووُر “your heads”. Given this type of variation in inclusion
or omission of the hamzah sign, while it is possible that forms with and without glottal
stop were included, it seems more likely that in such cases the glottal stop was assumed
present, but only occasionally written. The primary exception is apparently the combin-
ation *īʾ, which is always spelled without hamzah, but with a shaddah, indicating a regular
shift of *īʾ > iyy, e.g.:

Table 6. Backing/rounding of *a and *i > u

Folio Arabic text Phonetic realization ClAr equivalent

14b هِتاّيشمُ /mušiyyāt(i)-hi/ /mašı̄ʾāti-hı̄/

19b نيفسلايفبكُرف /rakub/ /rakiba/

20a; 29b هِيزغيامّمُ /mummā/ /mimmā/

22a ادامعُ /ʿumād-an/ /ʿimād-an/

23a لُبقاميف /qabul/ /qabl(u)/

25a دوُا /ʾawudd/ /ʾawadd/

25b بضُغو /ġaḍub/ /ġaḍiba/

Table 7. Backing of *a(:)

Folio Arabic text Phonetic realization ClAr equivalent

19b تلااضُف /faḍa:lāt/ /faḍālāt/

29a مٍلعُ /ʿulmin/ /ʿilm-in/

29b لعُف /faʿul/ /faʿala/

31b كتادعُ /ʿudāt-ak/ /ʿadāt-ak/

32b شرعُبف /fa-bi-ʿurš/ /fa-bi-ʿarš/

34b يرُتفا /ʾa-fa-turā/ /ʾa-fa-tarā/
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(14b) هِتاّيشمُ “his desires”, ClAr هتئاَيشِمَ
(39b) يّبن “a prophet” and (31b) نوّيبنلا “the prophets”.

The latter form is regular in ClAr for the lexeme, even though etymologically it is clear
that the hamzah was etymological.6

The maddah sign is used to write the glottal stop, often without the use of the hamzah
sign. The most frequent of these contexts is *ʾā. This is a regular part of the ClAr ortho-
graphic tradition, and is the most common context in which the maddah is used to this
day:

(5b) هيلآاو “and the sign”;
(9b) هريتعلاتآو “And bring (impv) goat for slaughter”;
(15a) لآ “tribe, family”;
(16b) هرصلآاو “and the obligation”;
(33a; 34b) نلآم “from now”;
(33b) تنذآ “you announced”.

Another familiar context is to mark the combination of *ʾaʾ, e.g. (21b; 22a) متنآا “are you
(mpl)?” and (13b) تنآا “are you (msg)?” Finally, combinations of short vowels and the glot-
tal stop are rarely written with a maddah instead of the hamzah sign:

(19a) اهتلآاساهيطعي “(that) he gives her her request”;
(25a) اهبآدتبانيحف “And when he began it”;
(39b) تآطخاينالاق “And he said, ‘Indeed I have sinned’”.

In some places, however, maddah is used where long ā occurs but where no etymological
glottal stop is reconstructed when the syllable is word-final:

(9b) صربلاالآاق “The leper said”;
(21b) ءِآمسلاملآعابنوفراعلامتنآا “Are you not those who know the signs of the heavens?”.

This practice, while relatively rare, could be parallel to the practice common among the
Quranic reciters of reciting as overlong vowels that, due to pausal loss of final short
vowels, would result in an overlong syllable: non-pausal qāla “he said”, but pausal qāāl.
So the scribe who vocalized Or. 561 used maddah frequently to a mark glottal stop, in
both contexts in which it would be used in the ClAr orthographic tradition (i.e. to
mark combinations of the glottal stop and long ā) and non-ClAr contexts as well, without
necessarily writing the hamzah. He also seems to have used maddah to mark long ā vowels,
perhaps indicating an overlong ā, in words lacking the glottal stop completely when the
vowel occurs in the final syllable of the word.

With one exception, the spelling of *āʾv forms are very consistently spelled to indicate
the presence of a glottal stop, which is, however, accomplished variously with either the
maddah sign written atop an alif, or the hamzah sign, both together, or the combination of
alif + hamzah + kasrah (- ءِا ). Examples with just maddah include:

(4b; 8b; 9a) آجو “And he came”;
(5b) آيلايغليامو “And the yāʾ will not be abrogated”;

6 The word is a loan from Hebrew, where it is spelled – and pronounced – with an alif (which in Hebrew marks
glottal stop): איִבָנ /nāvîʾ/ “prophet”, and םיִאיִבְנ /nəvīʾīm/ “prophets”. This glottal stop is reflected in derived
forms in ClAr as well, e.g. form IV ʾanbaʾa “he informed”, and form V tanabbaʾa “he prophesied”.
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(12a) هّيياآمسلاتوكلملاتبرتقادق “The heavenly kingdom has come near”;
(16b) لحاسلايلعلآملاو “And the crowd on the shore”;
(16b) هِباراآضق “And the fulfilment of wishes”;
(28b; 41a) هنيدملاآرو “Behind the city”;
(34a) قربلآانس “the flash of lightning”;
(39a) مهلخدميلاآفو “And he returned to their entrance”.

Also common is the combination of maddah + hamzah signs:

(3b) اوؤآج “they came”;
(9a) هيدولااتءآجو “And the losses came”;
(13b) باتكلاءآجدقلو “And the book came”.

Finally, the use of the combination of alif + hamzah marked with a kasrah (- ءِا ) is commonly
used to mark etymological *-āʾv contexts when they occur word-finally, regardless of syn-
tactic context:

(5b) ءِايبنلااهيجل “To the coming of the prophets”;
(9b) ءِاشينالاقو “And he said, ‘I desire’”;
(10a) ءِاعنشهٍكله “a horrible loss”;
(12a) ءِلآواهف “these (mpl)”;
(15a) بَيعُشهِبءِآجاممتيل “to fulfil what Isaiah said”;
(21a) ءِآدنثاوغبهيدانت “You will call him for help”.

This practice is widespread in later texts, and has been explained as either indicating
ʾimālah (Talmon 2004: 225–6), or as marking either word-final āʾ or perhaps simply
word-final ā (Lentin 2012: 228–9). This practice is also widely attested in vocalized
Christian manuscripts, where it likely indicates word-final āʾ (Stokes 2023a). That the
same interpretation holds true in Or. 561 is suggested by numerous examples, but perhaps
most clearly by (16b) wa-laysa fī-hā māʾi-un “And there is no water in it,” where the grapheme
<āʾi> is used but is further marked with tanwīn ḍammah.

The primary exception to the practice of writing *āʾv in a way so as to indicate the
presence of the glottal stop is the almost total absence of any means for indicating it
for word-internal *āʾi sequences, primarily, but not solely, in the active participles of
form I hollow and hamzated verbs (i.e. II-Y/W/ʾ):

(4a) نيلياقلا “The ones who say”;
(7b) مكرياخذ “Their treasures”;
(8b) لياسلاف “The one who asks”;
(20a) لياقلالوقي “One saying”;
(24b) هييارمهكلاماف “Their angels see”;
(25a) هيياجلاتوُكلملل “For the coming kingdom”.

The counter-examples that occur in the portions of the manuscripts included in this study
are predominantly found in one of three roots: ǧyʾ, šyʾ, and rʾy. In one example from ǧyʾ,
the alif of the participle is marked with maddah + yāʾ: (20a) يآجلااناينا “I am the one who is
to come”. A second, more intriguing example is from the root šyʾ: (9b) ءِآشينالاقو “And he
said, ‘I desire’”. Here, the alif + hamzah + kasrah grapheme (- ءِا ) is used, which as was argued
above usually represents underlying /āʾ/. In this case there are two apparent possibilities:
either (- ءِا ) can occasionally also represent underlying /āʾi/ (and thus this spelling repre-
sents underlying /šāʾi/), or the participle form from this root was realized /šāʾ/. If the
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latter, it is probably from another variety than the tanwīn feature, since /šāʾ/ would pre-
sumably reflect a historical loss of word-final *in, i.e. *šāʾin > šāʾi (loss of final -n) > šāʾ. This is
similar to the loss of -n underlying Quranic forms such as كيمل , which probably represent an
underlying /lam yak/ (Van Putten and Stokes 2018: 169). Finally, on rare occasions, the par-
ticiple of the form I of raʾā “he saw”, is marked with a hamzah: (8a) نوؤارمتناو “And you see”.
Elsewhere, however, the same form is written with a shaddah over the first yāʾ, e.g. (168v)

نيّياراّنكدقل “We were indeed seeing”, suggesting a vocalization of /rāyyīn/.
The significant disparity between the majority of -āʾi forms which lack any indication

of glottal stop on the one hand, and the other contexts – reviewed above – in which glottal
stop is frequently indicated in at least some occurrences of the forms which recur, sug-
gests that these word-internal -āʾi forms lacked regular realization of the glottal stop,
which I have argued is also characteristic of the vocalization in VAr. 17.

There are, finally, a few words that, when vocalized, attest to a vocalization which is
different from ClAr and other varieties of Arabic, especially *man “who(m)?” which is
vocalized نمِ /min/ (6a) and *ʿan which is spelled نعِ /ʿin/ (6b; 15a; 41a).

4.2. Morpho-syntax of triptotes

Nominal case inflection as represented in the consonantal frame of the gospel is discussed
above (Section 2.3.1). In this section, only those categories expressed in the vocalization
layer of Or. 561 will be discussed, namely third person pronominal suffix harmonization
patterns, and the distribution of the three vocalic markings which, in ClAr orthography,
correspond to nominative, genitive, and accusative cases: (or “two ḍammahs”), kasratān (or
“two karahs”) and fatḥatān (or “two fatḥahs”). Each occurs, although fatḥatān is by far the
most commonly attested (occurring 695x), followed by kasratān (460x) and then ḍammatān
(36x). I will describe the distribution of each in turn, followed by an analysis and compari-
son with other vocalized Christian manuscripts.

4.2.1. Distribution of fatḥatān
As with tanwīn alif, the fatḥatān is overwhelmingly used to indicate syntactically accusative
roles. Of the 695 instances of fatḥatān in the portions of Or. 561 included in this study, 670
(96%) mark accusatives. The 25 instances in which fatḥatān occurs are, again as with tanwīn
alif, clustered in three main syntactic contexts: genitives (12), predicates (5), and subjects
of verbs (5). Examples in genitive contexts include:

(3b) دوُفوسًوجمباذا “There was a group of Magi”;
(44a) اًناطلسيذك “as one with authority”;
(126a) اًنبادًحالكمركيےك “In order that everyone honour a son”.

However, in a few instances of fatḥatān in genitive contexts, the scribe appears to mis-
parse the consonantal text:

(21a) ابوهساضًراوادًيصوروصيلابوجي “He went up to Tyre and Sidon, a flat land”.

In the first word, Ṣaydā, the final alif was likely part of the spelling of the name, but per-
haps the scribe was influenced to write fatḥatān.

Other examples of possible mis-parsing include the following two examples:

(123a) لاًعنمهيطعبلااهِسفنندلنماًيشعِنصينارداقبناسنلااام “A man is not able to do any-
thing of himself, except that which has been given to him from above”;
(124b) دولخلاهايحلارًامثعمجيو “And he will gather the fruits of eternal life”.
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In the former example, a final alif mamdūdah is part of the root; in the latter, fatḥatān is
written on a noun lacking tanwīn alif and in construct.

Examples of predicates include:

(41b) تمخضةًادرمهمقلاو “And the peak was a large stone”;
(43b) هغبصلابةًزاجاهُلو “And he has the authority by baptism”.

Examples of subjects of verbs include:

(25a) هديبعاولبيناآشاكًلمهيياجلاتوكلملللاًثمبرضو “And he told them a parable of the com-
ing kingdom, ‘A king wanted to test his slaves’”;
(41b) لاًجرمكلسيلواطلايفمهللاق “Pilate said to them ‘You do not have any man’”.

There are two further examples of non-ClAr numbers, each with a different syntax,
marked with fatḥatān:

(21b) ءِآسنلانودلاًاجرفلاهعبرانيلكلااهدعو “And the number of those who had eaten was
four thousand men, not including women”;
(21b) هثلثامًاياانبتفحلا “She has been pleading with us for three days”.

In the first of these examples, the counted noun, raǧul, is in the plural accusative, whereas
in ClAr it would be singular genitive. In the second example, the number follows the
counted noun, and is in the accusative. It is possible to interpret the accusative of
ʾayyām as a sort of tamyīz, but the word order is clearly poetic.

4.2.2. Distribution of kasrah / kasratān
Whereas the vast majority of fatḥatāns occur in syntactically accusative contexts, 338 of
the 459 instances (74%) occur in syntactically genitive contexts. Of the 121 non-genitive
usages of kasratān, 62 (51%) occur in syntactically accusative contexts, while 58 (48%)
occur in nominative ones, and one (<1%) occurs where in ClAr the adverb is marked u.

Of the 62 cases of kasrah or kasratān which occur in accusative contexts, 42 (68%) occur
on nouns ending in tāʾ marbūṭah. Of the remaining 20, 17 (85%) end in one of the following
consonants: d (4x), r (7x), m (2x), n (1x), b (1x), l (1x) and ṣ (1x). Most of these are voiced
consonants, including the liquids and nasals. The inclusion of ṣād, while only occurring
once, is a bit perplexing, since it is a voiceless consonant. One intriguing explanation,
which would unite these consonants, is that while according to Sībawayh the ṣād is a
mahmūs consonant, in the Quran the ṣād patterns with the maǧhūr consonants in terms
of rhyme scheme (Van Putten 2019: 17). While it must of course remain purely speculative,
it is possible that some aspect of the phonetics of these consonants triggered a front vowel.

In eight of these 20 instances of kasrah or kasratān in accusative contexts there is a mixed
spelling, with a tanwīn alif spelled in the consonantal text but where the scribe of Or. 561
writes kasratān instead of fatḥatān. Here only nouns ending in dāl or rāʾ are thus spelled:7

(4a) نابللانموٍارمواًبهذَنودهماهنممهاذافمهبياقحاوجرخاو “And they took from their bags gifts
of gold, and frankincense, and myrrh”;
(5b) هملاعهٍيورٍاراهجهللانوريلمهنا “For they will see God”;
(5b) ٍاريبكتوكلملاےفعدي “He will be called great in the kingdom”;

7 A parallel to this is possibly found in some of Moshe Darʿī’s Judaeo-Arabic poems, where nunation is written
with alif where, according to the rhyme either -in or -un is expected (Schippers 2012: 251). While Schippers reads
the case of nunation written with alif in nominative contexts as representing an underlying -un, it is equally pos-
sible in my view that, as here, there was no phonemic distinction between the vowels in the Arabic of his poetry.
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(24a) ميےلاٍادصاقبهذا “God straight away to the sea”;
(30a) ترعساارٍاناهرايدمرضتو “And her house will catch fire”;
(46a) اًيلابٍاديدجبذجيلايك “So it is not turn apart anew”;
(70a) ايًوسٍادادعابّرلللماكلابعشلادعيو “And (may) the whole people return together to
the Lord”.

A final three examples involve kasrah where either fatḥah or ḍammah would occur. In two
of the three, the word allāh “God” is marked with kasrah despite being in syntactically
accusative:

(45a) لاادحَانماياطخلارفغيلعردقيلهو “Is anyone able to forgive sins but God?”
(126a) هوباناهلاقمبنكلتبسلاهِضقنلسيل “Not for his abrogating the sabbath, but by his
claim that God is his father”.

In a third example, the phrase fī-mā baʿd is written with a kasrah, i.e. fī-mā baʿdi instead of
ClAr fī-mā baʿdu:

(26b) دِعباميفانلنوكيےذلااميرتفا “He lied about what will happen to us afterward”.

Turning to the occurrences of kasrah or kasratān in nominative contexts, a combination of
morphology, syntax, and semantics is salient in terms of its distribution. Morphologically,
for example, as with accusative, nouns ending in tāʾ marbūṭa constitute a significant num-
ber of nouns marked with kasratān instead of ḍammatān in nominative contexts, with 15 of
the 57 cases (26%):

(5b) همحارةٍرظنمهتلصودقناكو “And he was merciful to them” (lit. “a merciful view
arrived them”);
(120a) ييحينمةٍداهشلاهناو “It is indeed a confession from John”;
(127b) ةٍبحمےفمكلسيل “You do not have a love of God”.

Syntactically, the overwhelming majority of cases occur in one of three syntactic contexts:
subjects of verbs, especially verbs of motion; subjects of possessive/existential clauses
(often with kān); and nominal predicates. First, subjects of certain verbs, especially
verbs of motion, are among the most likely to be marked with kasratān, accounting for
19 of the 57 (33%) instances:

(24b) خٍاكيلعنحيناو “And if a brother feels regret for you”;
(33b) لاًجرلجرملسيوارًمارٍمافشيف “And a man will reveal another, and one will turn
over another”;
(33b) اكًوُلمكولمواًبعشبٍعشبصانيدقلو “And a people will war with another, and kings
other kings”;
(45a) مٍوقهُآجو “A group of people came to him”;
(45a) محانرفكيلاداعفمٍاياتضمو “And days passed, then he returned to Capernaum”;
(124a) ةٍعاسيتاتفوس “the hour will come".

Note that, while in many cases the verb is intransitive, this is not always the case (cf. the
example from 33b).

Second, subjects of clauses expressing existence or possession constitute 16 of the 57
(28%) instances. Subjects marked with kasratān in these clauses occur in base nominal sen-
tences, as well as with kān or the nominal negator laysa. Examples in base nominal sen-
tences include:
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(14a) اعًيمجهُبحصهللاتيبيلالخدذاةٍعوجهِبو “And he was hungry, then he entered the
temple of God and they all followed him”;
(32a) تٍيبمابهذامكدنعمركلااام “What is holier to you, gold or temple?”;
(32b) لٍغمكنطابےفو “And malice is within you”;
(32b) ثيبخسٍجرويتوملاماظعهلخادلااهفاحلاےفو “But in its inner wrappings are the bones
of the dead and evil filth”;
(28b) نيتلارجشنمةرجشبقيرطلاےفرصبعٍوجنمسٍاسحاهِبوهاعجرےفركتبااملو “And when he
had started early returning, and he had a feeling of hunger, he looked in the path and
saw an olive tree”.

Examples of subjects of kān when expressing possession or existence include:

(28b) دبلاايتحةٍرمثكيفتناكلااهللاق “And he said to it, ‘You will never again bear fruit’”
(29a) نٍاميامكيفنكيناهُنااقًح “Truly, if you have faith”;
(76a) رٍجحنمكمدقلنوكيلايك “In order that it not be a stumbling block to your foot”.

Examples of nominal predicates, especially participles, include:

(23b) قاطيلاسٍنجاذهف “This is an impossible thing”;
(45b) طٍلسمرشبلانبانااوملعتل “So that you might know that the son of man has author-
ity”;
(123b) هرماسلانمةٍارمااناو “And I am a woman from Samaria”.

Semantics also frequently correlates with the likelihood of marking. Specifically, words
for groups of things, especially people, as well as a single person are marked with a
high frequency, accounting for 13 out of the 57 instances (23%):

(10a) يعرتطٍوقامهُنمَهولغتو “And a distance from them there was a flock of sheep”;
(23b) قاطيلاسٍنجاذهف “And this thing is not possible”;
(74b) ءِآملابمكغباصينامٍوقاي “Oh people, I baptize you with water…”;
(76b) نيحضولاانمقٍلخيبنلاعشيلامايالييارساينببناكو “And there was among the Israelites
in the days of Elisha the prophet a group of lepers”;
(78b) مٍوقهُاتاو “And a group of people came to him”;
(127a) مهتيورلريثكعٍمجهُلاتو “And a large group followed him to see them”.

Finally, the marking of kasrah/kasratān, in both genitive and non-genitive contexts, is fre-
quently characterized by the same distribution which characterizes so-called dialectal
tanwīn, where, e.g., pre-modern and modern dialects attest tanwīn marked on nouns
when followed by adjectives, but in which the adjective is unmarked. Out of all the eligible
noun + adjective combinations marked with kasrah/kasratān, in any context, 34 of 48 of
these are characterized by this dialectal tanwīn pattern, wherein the noun is marked
but the adjective is unmarked. Further, there is no apparent difference between ClAr
and non-ClAr roles; for example, 21 of the 29 examples which occur in genitive syntactic
contexts are characterized by this pattern. Examples from each context include:

(16a) هرهاشةٍيآبلطتل “Then you will request a conspicuous sign”;
(78a) هُنمعامسلميظعقٍلخيسيعيلاعمتجاو “And a large group gathered around Jesus to
hear from him”;
(127b) ميقعحٍيربوبهبمهيلعرحبلاجتلاو “And the sea groaned around them with intense
winds”.
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4.2.3. Distribution of ḍammatān

Of the three vocalizations discussed here, ḍammatān is the least frequently used by far. As
with fatḥatān, it closely tracks the contexts in which it is found in ClAr. Of the 36 instances
of ḍammah or ḍammatān in the portions of Or. 561 included in this study, 33 (92%) occur in
syntactically nominative contexts. The three exceptions each occur in syntactically geni-
tive contexts, two of which occur in the context of numbers, once with a number in a
genitive context marked with ḍammatān, another with a (diptotic) noun for “groups of
people” marked thus:

(25b) هِيلعترثكبٌياصعهثلث “Three groups gathered against him”;
(122a) نينسلانمنيعبراوتٌسيفلدوهيلاهُللاق “And the Jews said to him, ‘In 46 years (was
this temple built)’”.

The nominative contexts in which ḍammatān is used are not randomly distributed; rather,
they cluster in the same contexts as the kasratān in nominative contexts does, namely sub-
jects of certain verbs, predicates, and subjects of possession or existential clauses.

Examples of subjects of active verbs include:

(16a) هرفاسلانمقٌيرفوهلزتعملانمقٍيرفلاق “So a group of the Pharisees and a group from
the Sadducees so to him”;
(19b) ےفتكاولٌّكُلكُاو “And everyone ate and was satisfied”;
(34b) هِتابمےلعمجهيناسانلانملٌجرنقيتساولف “So if a man ascertains from others that
someone will attack his house”.

Examples of nominal predicates, especially participles, marked include:

(8b) بٌاجمُلياسف “For he who asks is answered”;
(16a) بٌيطاهرمث “Its fruit is good”;
(11b) هٌدقاريهلبتمتمل “She did not die, rather she is merely asleep”.

Examples of subjects of possessive and existential clauses include:

(11b) رٌصبامكلكيلفامّتُنماامكلاقو “And he said, ‘As you have believed so let you have
sight’”;
(10a) رٌكوءِآمسلاريطلورٌجوبلاعثللسيلوالاق “And he said, ‘Is it not that foxes have their
dens and birds of the sky have nests’”;
(18a) يٌقنربهعمناكيذلاناوزلالثم “The parable of the wheat, which had good earth”.

Finally, the marking of ḍammatān in contexts where dialects, both pre-modern and mod-
ern, mark tanwīn on the noun but not the adjective (i.e. dialectal tanwīn), the marking of
ḍammatān follows the dialectal pattern. In five of six instances of nouns followed imme-
diately by attributive adjectives in nominative contexts marked with ḍammatān, four of
five (80%) attest a lack of tanwīn on the adjective, and in three of four the adjective
lacks the ḍammah as well:

(18a) يُوقرٌجش “A strong tree”;
(18a) يّفوبٌرعرازلاحيسملالاقو “And he said, ‘The Messiah, the farmer, is a faithful lord”;
(8b) ميظعدٌهعاذه “This is an ancient covenant”.
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None of the three instances of ḍammatān in non-nominative contexts included a noun +
adjective combination.

4.2.4. Analysis of tanwı̄n distribution
The nominal case inflection attested in the vocalizations of Or. 561 are a bit complex and
deserve some unpacking. First, in terms of frequency, fatḥatān and kasratān are used far
more frequently than ḍammatān. Second, in terms of correspondence with the pattern
found in ClAr, each of the vocalizations is attested in their predicted contexts, between
76% (kasrah/kasratān for genitive) and 96% ( fatḥah/fatḥatān for accusative) of the time.
So while there is a great deal more variation than is attested in the manifestations of
case in the consonantal text, it is absolutely the case that the scribe used each vocaliza-
tion primarily where it would have been written in ClAr.

Regarding the non-ClAr elements, it is clear that while they exist, they are regular and
patterned. The most significant of these patterns include:

• Accusatives are written with fatḥatān, with the primary exceptions conditioned mor-
phologically by the presence of tāʾ marbūṭah or a maǧhūr consonant.

• Genitives are written with kasratān, with the primary exceptions being numerals/
number constructions (marked with ḍammatān), a few nouns ending in tāʾ
marbūṭah (marked with fatḥatān) or ending in an alif mamdūdah (marked fatḥatān).

• Nominatives are marked with either ḍammatān or kasratān, in about the same propor-
tion, and clustering in a few syntactic contexts, including subjects of certain active
verbs, subjects of existential/possessive clauses, and nominal predicates; kasratān is
more frequently used when the subject is a lexeme for either a group, or a single
individual of a species.

Especially noteworthy in terms of distribution is the likelihood of nouns ending in tāʾ
marbūṭah to be marked with kasratān, regardless of syntactic context, exemplified by
examples such as the following:

(16a) هرماثاهثبخةٍثيبخهًرجشوابٌيطاهرمثةٍبيطةٍرجشمتسرتغاامّا “As for when you plant a good
tree, its fruit is good, or a bad plant, its rottenness likewise produces fruit”.

In this example, three of the four nouns ending in tāʾ marbūṭah are written with kasratān,
despite being in syntactically accusative contexts. However, the adjective ṭayyib “good”,
which lacks a tāʾ marbūṭah and is in a syntactically nominative context, is marked with
ḍammatān.

While it is tempting to appeal to the oft-cited “pseudo-correction”, this seems unlikely
based on the aspects of the distributions noted above. Indeed, fatḥatān and ḍammatān are
rarely used to mark roles that do not align with their ClAr ones. The kasratān is the
default, occurring in both accusative and nominative contexts. Further, when kasratān
is used in accusative contexts instead of fatḥatān, it is almost always phonologically con-
ditioned; when used in nominative contexts, it occurs in precisely the same contexts as
ḍammatān in nominative ones. What are we to make of this distribution? I propose that
the most likely scenario is that the variety of Arabic underlying the vocalization layer
in Or. 561 is one in which tanwīn had historically been retained, but in which the phon-
emic contrast had been lost in the short vowel preceding:

*un/in/an > Vn / C_n #
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Given the fact that kasratān seems to be the default spelling of this morpheme, it is likely
that the vowel was realized as something like /i/ or /ə/. This is the realization of the same
morpheme in many modern dialects which have retained dialectal tanwīn (Stokes 2020).

If this proposal is correct, then the peculiarities of the orthography remain to be
explained. Specifically, we might wonder why the scribe did not simply spell all instances
of tanwīn with kasratān if he is intentionally trying to represent such a phonetic reality. In
order to answer that question, it is useful first to compare these data, and the ortho-
graphic details reviewed above, from other Christian manuscripts.

4.2.5. Comparison with other Christian manuscripts
A comparison with other vocalized manuscripts containing Christian translations of the
gospels into Arabic reveals a spectrum of similarities, both in terms of the orthographic
practices when noting non-standard tanwīn patterns, as well as the syntactic roles in
which these instances occur. Regarding the former, in some, such as Vatican Borg.
Arabic 71, only fatḥatān is used to note all instances of tanwīn. In a number of such manu-
scripts, there is a morphological distinction between how tanwīn is written in accusative
and non-accusative contexts: in accusative contexts, both tanwīn alif and fatḥatān are used;
in non-accusative ones, only fatḥatān is used:

(Vatican Borg. Arabic 71, 3v) ارًسسوجملاسدوريهاعدتساذًينيح “Then Herod summoned the
Magi in secret”.

In this example, the first word with tanwīn, ḥīnaʾiḏin, is written with fatḥatān but without
tanwīn alif since, in ClAr, it would be written with kasratān. The second noun, sirran, is an
accusative, and is thus written with tanwīn alif.

In another group of manuscripts, including Sinai Arabic 82, 84, 90, and 91, scribes used
fatḥatān and kasratān (but not ḍammatān), where fatḥatān and kasratān largely overlap, but
with kasratān often predominating on, e.g., nouns ending in tāʾ marbūṭah.

(Sinai Arabic 82, 32) اًناوزهيفنيانمف “So then from where are there tares in it?”
(Sinai Arabic 82, 14) هدحاوةٍياايبنلااوسومانلانمزوجيلا “Not a jot will pass away from the
law or the prophets”.

Finally, a few manuscripts, including Sinai Arabic 76 and 112, pattern with Or. 561 in using
all three. The distribution of the three vocalizations in, e.g., Sinai Arabic 76 matches the
one attested here in Or. 561 in virtually every detail: fatḥatān is used in accusative con-
texts, with kasratān marking genitives, accusatives with tāʾ marbūṭah, and marking the
same syntactic and semantic groups as here (subjects of verbs of motion, predicates,
and words for individuals or groups of people). Further, as in Or. 561, Sinai Arabic 76
attests a more frequent use of kasratān than ḍammatān in nominative contexts, with the
latter occurring in contexts with, e.g., numbers, just as in Or. 561:

(Sinai Arabic 76, 22) هٍليلنيعبراؤَاراهننيعبرَأماص “He fasted for forty days and forty nights”
(Sinai Arabic 76, 43) هدحاوهٍجعنهلمكنمناسنايّامهللاق “And he said to them, ‘What man who
has a single ewe…’”
(Sinai Arabic 76, 83) تلاهاجسٌمخوتلاقاعنّكُنّهُنمسمخف “Five of them were wise, and five
of them were foolish”.

The significant overlap between the patterns of vocalization in Or. 561 and those employed
across the Arabic gospel manuscripts constitutes overwhelming evidence for a shared set of
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traditions, both linguistic and scribal. As argued in Stokes (2023b), the variety behind the
vocalizations across the Christian manuscripts can be explained as above, namely as evi-
dence for a variety in which short vowels before tanwīn had merged. It seems likely that
at the point at which this merger took place, some contexts had ceased to be marked by
case vowels + tanwīn, with accusative roles, especially adverbs, as well as subjects of certain
verbs, lexemes of highly specific or individuated nouns, and nominal predicates were more
salient – and thus more consistently marked explicitly – than others. When the merger
occurred, these contexts were still marked, but with a morpheme, composed of the single
vowel and tanwīn (-Vn). When scribes attempted to write such a variety, they had to make
use of the orthographic tools at their disposal, namely the three vocalization signs. Some
made use of just one, others alternated fatḥatān and kasratān, while still others used all
three. Crucially, most scribes attempted both to represent the underlying variety and
adhere to the conventions of the writing tradition in which they had been trained. They
accomplished this to varying degrees and in different ways.

4.2.6. Third person pronominal suffix harmonization
Along with tanwīn vocalizations, the patterns of vocalization of the 3ms, 3mp and 3fp pro-
nominal suffixes are also relevant for the study of morpho-syntactic case in Or. 561. As is
well known, standard ClAr is characterized by harmonization of the vowel of the 3ms, 3mp
and 3fp suffixes to a previous i vowel, whether long or short, as well as a preceding diph-
thong -ay:

3ms kitāb-u-hū “his book (nominative)” but kitāb-i-hī “idem (genitive)”;
3mp kitāb-u-hum “their (mpl) book (nominative)” but kitāb-i-him “idem (genitive)”;
3fp kitāb-u-hunna “their book (nominative) but kitāb-i-hinna “idem (genitive)”.

This, however, is not the only pattern documented by the early grammarians, nor did they
canonize it as the only acceptable one. Further, there are alternative patterns attested
among both the canonical Quranic recitation traditions, as well as others found in voca-
lized Quranic manuscripts (Van Putten and Sidky forthcoming).

As shown in Table 8, in Or. 561 a very consistent non-ClAr pattern of harmonization is
attested in which the 3ms suffix harmonizes to preceding Ci, Cī, and Cay (as in ClAr), but
the dual (and presumably the plural) forms do not.

Significantly, the 3ms pronominal suffix is written -hi (length is not indicated) not only
after the preposition bi-, but also nouns in genitive contexts. While case endings are not
written explicitly, this alternation all but guarantees its presence. The dual pronominal
suffixes do not assimilate after either Ci or Cī. The plural pronominal suffixes are not
vocalized following Ci, Cī, or Cay in Or. 561; however, it seems a priori likely that they
would pattern with the dual, which is attested in multiple places with a ḍammah, indicating
a lack of harmonization. It is impossible to know whether nominative u or accusative a were
realized.

Whether this harmonization pattern was ever a living feature, or rather was one of
numerous variants which were aesthetically motivated, is uncertain. The complicating
factor is the lack of attested vocalization of 3mp and 3fp forms. It is possible, for example,
that the bilabial nasal /m/ in, e.g., the dual and 3mp suffixes, led to the rounded
vowel /u/, whereas those without it (3ms, 3fp) assimilated. Regardless of whether or
not it was once a living feature, it is consistently used throughout Or. 561, and was clearly
prestigious. Similar assimilation patterns are attested in the Quranic tradition (Van
Putten and Sidky forthcoming) as well as in other vocalized Christian manuscripts
(Stokes 2023a).
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4.2.7. Overview of the case system in Or. 561
The evidence for morpho-syntactic case inflection in Or. 561 suggests a system in which
final short case vowels were realized when non-word final, at least before pronominal suf-
fixes, as evidenced by the assimilation of the 3ms and 3du pronouns when suffixed to
nouns in the genitive. Formerly indefinite triptotes are marked with tanwīn, which was
probably realized with a single vowel, reconstructed here as /in/ or /ən/. Despite the
loss of phonemic contrast between short vowels before tanwīn, the morpheme continued
to mark a set of salient syntactic roles, including adverbs, subjects of certain verbs and
clauses expressing existence or possession, as well as lexemes expressing groups or single
members of a species.

5. General discussion

The three manuscript witnesses to the gospel translation under examination in this paper
attest several linguistic layers, each of which is relevant for the study of Middle Arabic.
The consonantal layer reflects a mixing of various forms, especially of archaisms, many
of which were associated with the language of the Quran, while others were archaic poetic
forms. While many of these archaisms are mentioned, and accepted, by the Arabic lan-
guage grammarians, they are often not typical in standard ClAr. Also attested in the con-
sonantal layer of the translation are a minority of forms which are common in Middle
Arabic, with specific manifestations – such as the non-ClAr use of terms for “the twelve
(disciples)” – that are salient in other Christian gospel translations as well. The result is a
text that is highly Quranic, and generally sophisticated and archaic, with Christian-specific
features sprinkled in here and there.

The vocalizations in the three manuscripts also communicate a great deal. While VAr.
18 and VAr. 17 both generally follow standard ClAr, VAr. 17 especially apparently mixes in
still other features, possibly associated with a Hijazi and/or Quranic style, reflected espe-
cially in the use of fāyil as the form I active participle pattern, rather than the ClAr fāʾil
one, as well as the apparent non-ClAr use of hamzat al-qaṭʿ for the definite article, impera-
tives, and derived stem perfects.

The vocalization attested in Or. 561 is distinctly non-ClAr in most cases, reflecting a
deliberate Christianization of the phonology of the text. While we cannot be certain
whether the scribe who copied Or. 561 relied on either VAr. 18 or VAr. 17, it is very pos-
sible that he did. In that case, the scribe had a copy not only of the consonantal text, but
also vocalizations, which he then deliberately changed. The quality of the copying of the
consonantal portion of the text, which is neater and more skilfully done in some respects
than in either VAr. 18 or VAr. 17, rules out incompetence or carelessness. Further, the
commonality of many of the features, such as the patterns of tanwīn and writing of
final -āʾ, also suggests that rather than reflecting a very localized tradition, the scribe

Table 8. Pronominal suffix harmonization patterns in Leiden Or. 561

Ca- Ci- Cı̄- Cay-

3ms la-hu (8a) bi-hi (5a)
and

ʿalā qāmat-hi (8a)

fı̄-hi (8a) ʿalay-hi (9b)

3mdu bi-humā (10b)

and

fı̄ ṭawʿ-humā (74a)
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intentionally targeted a variety of Arabic associated to some degree with Christians, or at
least commonly used by Christians to recite the gospels.

Returning to the topics of the linguistic nature of the features in Middle Arabic texts, as
well as about the spectrum along which Middle Arabic texts are situated, the evidence in
the translation – drawn from each of the three witnesses – argues against many of the
standard assumptions of the field. First, the assumption that if authors don’t intentionally
target a particular Middle Arabic sub-variety, they would target standard ClAr, is clearly
not safe in every instance and must be demonstrated by close reading of the text, rather
than assumed. In this translation, both the consonantal text and vocalization layers the
use of features that are not standard ClAr. In some cases, the target was Quranic
Arabic, even when it disagreed with standard ClAr. Elsewhere, archaic forms were used
rather than more commonly prescribed ClAr ones. In still other cases, such as the fāyil
participles, it seems as though the target is Old Hijazi, perhaps an early prestigious variety
in the Umayyad Levant (Al-Jallad 2020). Finally, features likely associated with the ver-
nacular of the composer or copyist were identified, as for example the occasional phon-
emic spellings of perfects, likely indicating syncope of the initial short vowel in an open
syllable, as well as the shift of *ẓ > ḍ. Interestingly, the phonemic spellings almost always
occur in direct speech, which possibly reflects a deliberate choice by the scribe to use a
more vernacular register in those contexts.

Second, evidence from this gospel translation suggests that in at least some cases,
Middle Arabic features which do not conform to ClAr norms, nor occur in modern
dialects, are nevertheless most plausibly derived from once-living features, and can be
included in discussions of the historical development of Arabic. I have argued here
that the distribution of the tanwīn vocalizations attested in Or. 561 are virtually identical
in many ways to those attested in other Christian gospels, which reflect a historical
change, namely the merging of short vowels before nunation to a single vowel, likely
realized /in/ or /ən/, which nevertheless retained for a while at least some salient
syntactic functions. The harmonization of the 3ms pronominal suffix to preceding i, ī,
and ay, but the lack of harmonization of the dual (and, presumably, plural) suffixes in
the same contexts is another example. Both of these features are intentionally used,
here and elsewhere (for tanwīn in Christian Arabic, see Stokes 2023b; for the pronominal
harmonization, see Stokes 2021 for the same distribution in Judaeo-Arabic, and 2023a for a
discussion of this and other patterns in Christian Arabic gospel translations).

Therefore, many of these Christian Middle Arabic features likely originated in living
features, which became prestigious variants, and thus constituted a regular part of the
H register. While it is questionable, even doubtful, that the feature of non-ClAr tanwīn
was a living feature of the dialects of every scribe who employed it, it is also not clear
when it ceased to be living, and in any event was clearly prestigious for centuries. We
thus need to broaden the nature of the H register, at least for a subset of Middle
Arabic texts, beyond textbook ClAr to include linguistic variation associated with the
Quran and its recitation, as well as other variants which were prestigious in the centuries
before a single set of prescriptive norms associated with ClAr became established.
There were clearly multiple features and variants which held prestige, and were mixed
to different effects, depending on the audience, genre, and likely other variables as
well. The proposal here thus differs from previous ones in several ways, namely I argue
regarding the phenomena attested in this gospel translation that: 1) non-standard
features which also do not occur in modern dialects can reflect (at least originally)
living features; 2) these features became prestigious; and 3) they were included in a
nexus of prestigious variants which could, and among Christians often did, include
ones not only from the ClAr tradition, but also Quranic recitation in its broadest sense,
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even preserving archaic features otherwise forgotten or proscribed over time among
Muslims.8

6. Conclusion

This translation of the gospels into Arabic is so far unique in the Christian Arabic corpus
insofar as it linguistically imitates the Quran in a multitude of ways, especially in the lexicon
and rhyme scheme. The composing scribe mixes archaic forms, some of which are peculiar
to the Quran or Old Hijazi, while others are attested primarily in poetry. Each of the three
manuscript witnesses to the translation is vocalized to some degree. The earliest two manu-
scripts, VAr. 17 and 18, are vocalized in basically standard ClAr; however, VAr. 17 attests sev-
eral phonological features that are not normal in ClAr, but may indeed be archaic. The third
and latest manuscript, Or. 561, differs in many respects from ClAr on the one hand, and is
nearly identical in those cases to features found in other Christian Middle Arabic translations
of the gospels. There is therefore a movement away from a mix of ClAr, Quranic and other
archaic features in the consonantal base of the translation, vocalized in basically ClAr early
on, but Christianized in terms of phonology and morpho-syntax by the fifteenth century CE.
It was argued that the mix of features demonstrates that, at least for some scribes, the high
(H) register was much more varied and diverse than what has become normative ClAr,
extending not only to archaic and Quranic forms, but also prestigious forms that were
never a part of the ClAr tradition. Finally, several features, such as the non-ClAr distribution
of tanwīn vocalizations in Or. 561 that likewise differs from dialectal tanwīn in modern dia-
lects, were argued to have originated as living features which subsequently became presti-
gious variants in their own right. In addition to the unique mix of features, as well as the
sophisticated imitation of Quranic rhyme, this translation – and the manuscript witnesses
to it – require broadening of the spectrum along which Middle Arabic texts are plotted in
the medieval period, as well as more nuanced typological categories for the non-ClAr fea-
tures attested therein.
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